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Holland City News
VOL. XVI -NO.

HOLLAND,

26.

Terms

Mr. K.

LOCAL ITEMS.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS
of Subscription

MICH.,
E.

SATURDAY, JULY
Werkman,

WHOLE

30, 1887.

Last Monday afternoon three strangers mercy on the horses that furnish them a

contractor for

the new Breyman building,reports the succeeded In getting away with the cash

living.

muzzle that dog for the completionof the structure,being sixteen box of the safe in H. Van der Haar’s store
$1.50 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if “dog days are here.”
days ahead of contract. This speaks well containing $75 or $80. The robbery was
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
for the business ability and push of Mr. soon noticed and the officers notifiedand
paid at six months.
Seventeen hundred and seventy in the Werkman and his employes.
a strict watch was kept on all avenues
g made
_______
Kates of advertising
known on application shade last Wednesday.
leading out of the city for the three
Yearly
Yearlyadvertisers have the privilege of three
Tms is the time of the year when the
changes.
langes.
Born:— To Mr. and Mrs. James Lor- handing in of local news, which perhaps, strangers but without avail. They got
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
away with their “boodle” in good shape.
back on last Sunday morning, a boy.
Ines. $2 per
you are interested in, is most acceptable.
NotlcesofBirths,Marriages, and Deaths pubTuesday morning the cash box was found
lished without charge for subscribers.
It’s a difficult matter to make a local
Miss Ida Van Dyke, of Chicago, is visnear the ice house in the rear of Kuite’s
advertising bills collectableQuarterly.
paper newsy and interesting when the
iting her parents in this city.
Meat Market where the thievesbad thrown
local happenings— happen not.
it.
Mr. E. Van der Veen returned on
'tSusittesiS
i

The amount

It is time to

„

from the Resorts.

The number of

Mr. and Mrs. M. Baumgartel,

Wednesday last from an extended visit in

The Last Chance.

Mr. W. Baumgartel. Mr. M. B.

We offer the elegant rosewood case Upright Piano that was shipped here direct

of

A prominent business man

White Pigeon, are visiting their brother week that one of the

Iowa.

Quite

a

number of horsemen of

this

is a

If this is true

A good top bugey. It is a desirable
bargain for some one. Inquire at this
20-1

office.

1

Public Letting.
The Bdildlng Committee ^of the First

Reformed Church of Holland

Macatawa Bay.
Game Warden Moody should

City, will

receive sealed proposals for the veneering
of their Church Building; also for window
and door frames. Will take separate bids
for the veneering and frames.. The bids
must be deliveredto the undersignedby
the 4th of August next, before G p. m.
Plans and specificationscan be seen at
the office of H. Te Roller. Holland,Mich.
The Building Committee reserves the
right to reject any and all bids.
By order of BuildingCommittee,
H. Kremers, Ser'y.
Holland, Mich., Aug. 21, 1887.

less

List of letters remaining in the postoffice at Holland, Mich., July 28, 1887:

Postmaster Van Putten has pur- Berg, Bertie Maxfleld, Mrs. E. Howel, W.
chased the trotting horse “Montague A. Colhuis, George Applebee, Mrs. Allle
Boy,” and he will trot in the Allegan and King.
J. G. Van Putten, P. M.
The Grand Rapids Tc'/gram-Herald one
day this week contained the following
River Valley Medical Society, will meet
item: “The Chicago and West Michigan
here next Tuesday and on Wednesday
doctors,

members of the Grand

R’y has purchased forty acres of laud on

will visit the Resorts.

the beach of Lake Michigan near the en-

you want to buy a first-class piano
for little money and on easy terms read a
notice in this issue headed “The Last
Chance.” It will pay you.
If

Woltmatk

made complaint and arrested MeEvoy, who runs one of the “bum-boits”
at the Resorts, for selling liquor

without

man

readers will remember that this same

light-

/

spoke in our

last issue, as

ho was told thst he would bo arrested
every week as long as he continued selling, and that if bo persisted in the busi-

whom we

having

Tuesday last. At this time

trial set for

Grondxcet picks up the cudgel for the
River street business man of

arrested, tried,

son where he plead “not guilty,” and his

art surely a price-

Judging from the way the editor of De

ness he would bo kept busy looking after

left his

law suits. This seems to have had the de-

child in the Market street Church, after

Tuesday

sired effect for "0

he had been enjoying the privilegesof the

last, the

day

of trial, ho changed his plea to “guilty’*

be personally inand was liberated on paying the costs and
We gave the story
promising to discontinuehis business,
as it was repeatedto us and had every
which he has done so we arc informed.
reason to believe our informant. It was
On Wednesday Sheriff Woltman went to

singing school, he must
terested in the affair.

told as a joke and

same

we

publishedit in the

spirit,and everybody is laughing

Grondicet man and the absent-mindedbusiness man

We

who

the Park and arrested Excmier Longtine,

who

about it with the exception of the De

Ottawa Circuit.

The

Last week Friday Sheriff
again

told us this

jewel.”

“Oh, consistency, thou

Mrs. Mary Bowen, Frank H. Van don

be notified.

Boats Banished.

of Holland >havlng procured a State license. Our

staunch friend of the

a

Bum

found guilty, and
ning rod and who was instrumentalin
tied
$50
and
costs,
not
more than three
securing the contract for the placing of
reeks
ago.
Sheriff
Woltman,
as soon at
rods on the school building was opposed
he trial was over commenced watching
to insurance of all kinds from “conscientious scruples,” deeming it as trying to him, and finally secured sufficienteviprevert the will of the Almighty, and still dence for another case and arrested him
that man believes in putting rods on build- as above stated. McEvoy was taken to
ings as a protectionagainst lightning. Grand Haven before Justice C. T. Pagel-

26-2t.’

again fishingwith nets in

is

who

play cards and use bad language.

was

from Boston for the Sacred Concert last place took in the Races at Plainwellthis
the shop on to-day, Saturday, so that
Sunday night at Bay View, Macatawa, at week.
customersmay expect prompt and rapid
a great bargain. This instrumentIs fully
warranted for seven years and must be
Rev. F. Baker and wife, of Marshfield, work.
sold this week or shipped to our ware
Wis., made old friends in Holland a short
The next time a foreigner traveling in
rooms in Chicago. Your own price and
visit this week.
this neighborhood superciliously declares
terms will be accepted. Any reasonable
length of time may be had for making
^ The thermometer showed ninety-eight that this country has no ruins, just call
payments. , Call and see It at Keller’s
his attention to the north-west corner of
Studio opposite the News office. We al-| degrees in the shade in this city last
Centennial Park in this city/ There are
so have a celebrated Kimball organ which! Wednesday afternoon.
is the “finest in the land’’ and we will sacraenough there to satisfy the taste of the
flee this organ the same as we do the eleIf you think local items are numerous most foreign of foreigners.
gant piano rather than ship it back to
just
start out on a tour of investigation
Chicago. Call and see us.
A gentleman who is a late resident of
and you will soon be relieved of the idea.
W. W. KIMBALL CO.
Holland,
and who now resides in a neighG. C. Vining, Agent.
Are the city authorities keeping the boring place, is giving expressionto his
We would inform the public that we ruins of the old Engine House on Centen regrets at leaving our “booming” and
are now prepared to make any cakes for
nial Park (or its historicalvalue or for its growing city. They all do the same thing
parties or weddings and that special atwho leave a comfortablebusiness here,
tention is given to ornamenting of cakes beauty?
expecting to do better elsewhere.
for anv occasion.
We are told that several parties are
John Pessink & Bro.

For Sale.

who

City

barber and will help his brother here in

officials

groups of boys

some out-of-the-wayplace and

gather In

.

prate.

done
comes

of business apparently

In our stores after the late host

_

annnm.

NO. 779.

“forgot his child.”

are requested

known

by the name of

Haven for arraignment.The
promises to rid the Bay

of all

Sheriff

“bum-boats"
if

he

does he will be entitledto the thanks

of

by Mr. John II. Hos- before many days have pasicd, and

kin, manager of the Ottawa Beach Park
Association, to

is generally

“Frenchy,” and ho was taken to Grand

announce that

a cordial

law abiding citizens.

all peace loving and

invitationis extended to any of the citizens of Holland,and also to the visitors The Allegan an& Ottawa TrottingOirouit
Opens at Plainwell.
at the other resorts,to join in the Satur-

Muskegon harbor, where they day night hops held at “The Ottawa.”
The first races of the Allegan and OttaSquire’s band furnishes the music to-night,
intend to lay out a park for summer rewa Trotting Circuit opened at Plainwell
with the veteran Warren Squires as last Thursday and closed Friday. As
sort purposes.”

trance to

prompter, which
Spend less than you earn and you

will

is a sufficientguarantee

of firss-class music.

The hops

near as we cau learn at this writing

it

was

are held in

a most successful meeting and the races
and manager Hoskin’s very exciting. From the present outlook
you will be well. Attempt less than you invitationreads: “Come and join in, and
new building by next Saturday. He goes
Holland City may expect a “big thing”
Attention.
can accomplish,and you will be strong. get acquainted, and have a pleasant evento Chicago next Tuesday to purchase
on August 11 and 12. The Plainwell EnCovet little,love much and you will be ing.” The Homer Reeves is to run a
We have commenced our second annual
terprisesays that fifty- four horses were
clearingout sale, and all our Summer goods and will return on Friday.
happy. By the first you will accumulate moonlight excursion to-night which will
booked for the races and gives the followGoods will be sold at greatly reduced
A meeting of Star of Bethlehem Chap- money; by the second, blood; by the accommodate those who wish to attend.
prices. Call early and secure the best
ing partial list of entries:
be rich. Eat less than you can digest, and

Mr. 0. Breyman expects to be in his

an informalway,

bargains in Clothingand Gents’ Furnish- ter of the 0. E. 8. will be held on Thurs- third, nerve; by the fourth, love.
ing Goods ever offered in Holland City. day evening, August 4, at 7:30. All memA citizen suggests In De Grondicet of
L. Henderson,
bers are requested to be present.
this
week that the city library be placed
Chicago Clothing Howe,
River street.
in the rcoms of the Y. M. C. A. and that
The PlainwellEnterprise came to us
the Secretary of that organizationact as
Subscribefor Grand Rapids’ best paper, this week enlarged to a six column quarto
Librarian. The suggestion is a good one,
the daily Democrat. It contains the asso- and was full of spicy locals and paying
ciated press dispatches. Sent by mail at advertisements.The Enterprise is pros- but we fear it is made too late, as arrangeGO cents a month. Delivered by Wm.
ments have been made and completed for
pering.
Baumgartel at twelve and one-half cents a
placing the books In the City Hall and
week.
On Monday afternoonlast fire was dis- within a few days they will be moved.
We inform the public that we close our covered in one of the out buildings of the

24-’.f

The^vs

rejoice In the bu.in.u pros-

ity

which

it

Ayearago new

iigrtn....

all

’

in

les with several
lures,

promising business ven*

i

To-Rent.

Marshal Vaupell arrested two “tin- days

in the

sentenced to

u

u

and others pointing straight In'this paJtJMer

iuu.

SuoUen’i Arnica Salve.
The best salve in the world for Cuts,
"Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
Corns, and all skin eruptions, and positively cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,or
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by YatefrA Kane, Holland, and
A. De Kruif, Zeeland.Mich.

Out

where they

will

remain in the county jail

it

—

now much

.' .‘ ‘

.

!

"

.' .' .'

.'i

,L'

Pe"lD •W*

people, incentives to sdded eifort and per-

stence in digging deep and wide the

s

Capttota .....................
Wm. Kirby, Anguata

channels along which the tide of prosper* pcnBon u

bwl-

_

yistoflow. Indicationsfor the

How

fifteen

...................

d. U. Hawley, Lowell

...............

Vip

FMy.Bslfrd

chance .................... n. L. Wlxon, Coldwator
oddfellow .................. m. Grime*, Bchooicraft
Jr ................ Wm. Mellon, Centerville'
Billy M .....................
H. Moore, Coldwster

Tramp

pleasant on a day like this to take

I

Har^floyer

.

.

'.

‘

.

.

M

.

T

.

Uoyer, BaUlc Creek

jour book nd Hue .nd.it.nd bh i» .
cool spot, where branches o’er jou twine. Maud M.

county jail.

the occasions of

'jr.' .'

Farktinrst& Mott, Angunta
Frank Wllkca.. Mallory «fc Hathbarn,Battle Greek
Well Wlnd .............. ubai. Wright, Cincinnati

our

again as a matter of encouragement to

The premises known as the Germania
House arc for rent immediately. Apply
horn” gamblers at the Resorts last ThursQuite a wonderful thing It is— If a man
H. Kienigsberg. 11-tf
To
day, and conveyed them to Grand Haven could get his mind to study it, and note

to

..

.. .................Mike Myron, YpslUntt
LlprandoS ......................
, Detroit
haggle u ..................... Boone, Holland

direction We emphasize these facts Blackion............

Keller is still making those fine, cabinet carried, so we are told, twenty-five thou- was there to his own use. He was appre
photos for §2.00 a dozen. OppositeNews sand and six hundred passengers since bended and on arraignmentbefore Justice promise,and it is
22-tf
fact.
office.
she commenced running on Macatawa p08^ p;ead guilty to the charge of petit encouraging____

was

L

doubt and none of them labelled with cer* ,
tainty. Now we have at least two factor-.Top*y.

with
pleasantto repeat the

larceny, and

..

jicnry Middleton.... ...... ...a*, j. Edaon.otaeiro
Halo .................. C. E. lildlack, Sprins Lake
Kate Daw#on ............
Lockwood’, Ypiilantt

ness future of Holland are all aglow

this season.

Kin^.a, B.iii.^wl

eut.rprl.M|

which have since materialized were

Early last Saturday morning while the
store at seven o’clock the remainder of Phccnix Hotel. It was promptly extin•this and all of next month. We are guished by Company No. 2 without any porter of the City hotel was attenaingto
selling our trimmed summer hats and
baggage and the early train, a stranger
trouble.
bonnets for half of their original prices.
who had stopped at the hotel broke into
L. & S. Van den Berge & Co.
The steamer “Queen of the Lakes” has the cif,ar ca3e and appropriated $4.85 that

Bay

...........M. K. Norton. Grand Kaplda

^Bullion.

has contributedso much to

bring about.

..........plttll0nl*

c no™.

1

peels of our city, and the general prosper*

|

aye to

better

Frank Rjrsdyck ............. Larry Moran, Holland

wind and bid good- 1 ^kbR- ................ UlD -sheti Kll,mllI00
care and revel in the sunny beams, Reed Wllkaa ............. Cha». Noyes, Kalamaaeo-

cast sorrows to the

:

To

your

From this list it will be seen that some
in first-class “flyers” are among the lot and
very much higher and nobler are their
the stre&iQ and then lean back and watch R has been made possible for them to go
Mr. H. Te Roller left last night for
acts than their speeches, and how much
the pole, plunged in a languid dream, to a small place for the reason that they
Chicago and other points, to be gone four
kindness of deed we meet from sharp
And then to gently fall asleep, hard by can have a chance in the throe meetings,
or five days. He will negotiatefor the
critics, and how strong are the bands o
the sunlit brake, and in a time, to wake | the last ol which is held here,
purchaseof machinery for the Werkman
sympathy between us and the people
and find you're sitting on a snake. And
Agricultural Works.
MACATAWA MENTION.
whose acuteness we moat dread.
then with wild, impulsive leap, to jump
Dr. Van Putten has entered “Turk,”
The largesttimber ever brought to this Into the creek and shiver there for half an The People that Come and the
the noblest trotter of them all, in the
Events that Occur.
-xity is without a doubt the one drawn In hour with mud up to your neck. To
Allegan and Ottawa Circuit and none
here last Wednesday evening by Mr. A. wander home when comes the dark, to i There Wij| be an excursion to the Re*
should fail lo sec him trot at the Races ,
(m the s(e|lm derrlck ln cour8e sneak as best you can, and buy a half a gort# eyery day aimo>t for ibe next week,
people are than they seem to be, and

for a few weeks.

how

the joyous country air.
book with wriggling

worm

bait

and drop

it

1

parfeets.

De

Produce, Eto.
r (wholesale.)

here, August 11 and 12.

of erection for the

Waverly Stone Quarry. dozen fleh from .ome lank market

man. j

Dsn Rileyi

^

at:

{Corrected even/ Friday bi E. J. Barrington.)

^ ^

of

M,cit5w,

A peach grower from Fennvllletold us It was sixty-one feet long and containec
In our. peregrinationabout town one park Hotel, visited Holland this week for
Thursday that unless they had a good two thousand,five hundred and forty feet evening this week we were much sur- the first time since the first of June,
to 60c.
shower of rain within a week there would of wood, and weighed four tons. It was prised
RETAIL.
Mr. H. W. Perry and wife, and Mr. H.
Apples 80c; Beans $1.15: Battei 15 to 16c; E«b
taken across the dilapidatedbridges on
not be a dozen car-loads of peaches shipped
The
number
of
bad
smelling
back
yards.
Walsh
caught a fine string of black and
lc. Honey, 13c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 70 to $0.80
“Black River Highway” and was a severe
from
that place this season.
The
number
of
sidewalks
out
of
repair.
wbite
bass on Thursday afternoon in
Grain, Feed, Eto>
*
strain on those structures.
(WHOLESALE.)
The number offahade trees.Jthatneed pjne creek,
Last week Friday night a brakeman on
.{Correctedevery Friday by If. R frock.)
Last Saturday, Jakle, the little five
j
yaD det yceDt Qran(j
Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, *100 lbs.. 70c; Barley the night express train turned a switch at
The number of children on the streets
* cWt, $1.00, Clover seed.V bn.$«.50; Corn Meal
year old son of Dr. D. R. Meongs, of MusRapids, has begun work on a cottage at
« cwt. 95c; • Corn, shellod,— , 40; Flour, the wrong time and derailedone coach
$4.00; Fine Corn Meal, V lOO lba., $1.40; Feed, V and the sleeper. It was four o’clock Sat- kegon, told his mother that he was going at a late hour.
Macatawa Park that will cost betwcea
ton $19.00; Hay, 9 @ $10; Middlings, f 100 lbs.,
The number of boys who swear and use
to see his grandpa in Holland,and true to

Apples, 40c.; Beans. 75 to $1.00; Batter, Ucts;
____ Kfc;
1ft* . <l»|nna HA* • Pn tfitnoa
Ejks.ISc: IS
Honey,
Onions, 50c; Potatoes
1

-

--

^

trimming.

.

..... w

75c; Gate. 30 ci».; Pearl Barley, V 100 *>e., $6.00; urday morning before the train left this
.
heat. white,
his word he got on the train for this city
five, 45c,: Timothy Seed,. $8.50; Wheat,
TOcV Red Fnlti. 70c; LancasterRed, VSc Corn station.
and came through without his parents
ear. 35c.; Wheat, new, Lancaster Hed, 6Sc., White,
68, Fultz, TOc...
The members of the Holland Driving even suspecting that he would do as he
'

$300 and $400.

foul language.

The evident

thrift

and prosperity of

all

residents of the city.

Guests of the Park Hotel to the

number

of forty Indulged in a picnic on Point

The number of nice fresh-lookinglawns Superior, Tuesday, and a right jolly time
said. They were greatly concerned on
Buckwheat,60c; Bran, 100 lbs.,75c: Barley, V Associatioh will please remember that
they had of It.
100 lbs., $l.2&; Clover seed, * lb., $4.50; Corn there will be a meeting of the association missing him and thought he was lost in developed this season.
100 tt>6.,l.00c; Corn, shelled,50c; Flour,
An importantmeeting of the Macatawa
The new residences going up— they are
at the store of Dr. Wm. Van Putten on Muskegon and were not satisfied until a
Park
Association was held at the Park on
Monday afternoon at 3 o’clock. Be sure telegramfrom “grandpa”announced his all .good, substantialhandsome houses.
RETAIL.

Middlings
foy,^ 100 lbs., $6-00; Rye, 60c; Tlmothv, and be present.
Pearl Barle.
Seed, $2 .75: CJorn, ear, 45c.

safe arrival in this city.

The number

of drivers who have no

(Continued on fourth page.)

•

CUBBENT EVENTS.

rich mineral region of Pioohe County, and
cause a silver boom for Nevada.

Texas fever is spreading among the cattle of Kansas. It is raging the worst in

EAST.
HOLLAND

MICHIGAN.

CITY.

A Boston

dispatch announces the Washingtonand Montgomery Counties,

Fresh Intelligence from Every
Part of the

Civilized

World.
Foreign and Domestic News,

Political

Events, Personal Points, Labor
Notes, Etc.

LATEST DISPATCHES.
INTERSTATE_DECISIONS.
Commercial TravelersNot Entitledto Special
Favors.

The Interstate Commerce Commission
has deliveredits opinion in the cases
brought by Louis Larrison and the Michigan Central against the Grand Trunk Railroad Company. Larrison complained that
the road would not sell him a 1, 000-mile
ticket at the price paid by commercial
travelers, and the Michigan Central Com-

pany complains that the Grand Trunk
Company was sellingto commercial travelers at lower rates than to the public gen-

erally. The opinion says:
Commercialtravelersare not privileged to
ride over railroads at lower rates than are
paid by other persons. Whatever reasonable
rates commarcialtravelers are made to pay
other travelers may be made to pay. To charge
one man more than another is unjust discrimination,and this is true whether tickets
issued are mileage tickets or in some other
form.
In the complaintof the St. Louis grocers
that the Missouri Pacific Road charges $25
for l,0U0-mile tickets, while making commutation rates which would amount to not
more than $15 for 1,000 miles, the commission in its decision says it does not regard the fact that commutation tickets are
pat on sale at a given rate as entitling the
purchaser of a mileage ticket to complain
of unjust discrimination if it charged a
higher rate. The circumstances and conditionsare not the same. The commission
finds nothing in the testimony going to
show that the charge of $25 for a 1,000mile ticket is unreasonable.

The PresidentAccepts the Invitationto
St.

Visit

Louis in October.

The

Missouri delegation to urge the
President to visit St Louis reached the
White House Monday. About one hundred and fifty ladies and gentlemen were
in the party, and their reception by the
Chief Magistrate was quite cordial.

Francis

lately been the scene of numerous rob-

beries. A lonely hut on Powwow Hill,
near Amesbury, was raided Thursday, and
$10,000 worth of stolen property recovered.

Miss Rose Cleveland, the

Presi-

the vice principalship of a privateschool in Fifth avenue,
New York.
dent’s sister, will take

A terbific clond burst took place

at

North Hillsdale, Mass., doing immense
damage.

WEST.
A terrific powder explosion took place
at an early hour Thursday morning at

CLEVELAND.

Mayor

made a

Streator, Illinois. The explosive—

a

car-

load of dynamite, just received the day
before, stored in the magazine of the Chicago, Wilmington and Vermilion Coal
Company— was struck by lightning, and
from 6,000 to 8,000 pounds ®f powder contained in the building exploded with
a terrificnoise which awakened the whole
city. The fire alarm was sounded
and nearly the entire population was soon
on the way to the scene of the explosion.
The powder house was situatedin a thickly settled district and the result of the explosion was disastroos. Many honses in

speech informing the
President of the many intereststhat asked
his presence in the West His Excellency
replied in a very happy manner, concluding with the words: “Rut the thing must
be done. I will come,” and adding, “Mrs. the vicinity were destroyed, with their
Cleveland will not let me forget her." The furniture, and many others were dammembers of the Cabinet and their wives aged. Isaiah Ralston, living in one of the
houses, was killed by a flying brick, and
were included in the invitation.
many people were more or less seriously
injured. The scene of the explosion,”
BAS&BALL.
says an eye-witness, “beggars descripThe Contest for the Championship In the tion. There ar® houses now only on
League and Association.
the south and west sides of the magaThe following tables show the standing zine. Isaac Love lived in a twoof the clubs in the two leading associa- story boose. His three danghters
were asleep up-stairs. When the shock
tions:
came they all jumped out of the window,
NATIONAL LEAGUE.
Percent- and one of them— Mary— had her hip badClubs.
Played. Won. Lost
ly injured. The house is badly wrecked
age.
Detroit. ............... 66
42
24
.636
and the furniture almost entirelyruined.
Chicago. .......
39
26
.600
George Senton lived east of Love’s house.
Bostou ................ 66
39
27
.590
His furnitureis a total wreck, but no one
New York ......
39
31
.557
Philadelphia..
........69
34
35
.492 in it was hurt George Powell, who lived
Washington....
27
35
.435
on the south side of the street, bad done
Pittsburg ...... ....... 65
26
3*9
.400
no work for two years. Mrs. Powell kept
Indiana polls ....... 67
19
48
.283
a small grocery store. The stock is almost
AMERICANASSOCIATION.
entirely ruined, as is the house. Their
PercentClubs.
Played. Won. Lost
age.
little boy was knocked senseless by falling
11

Bt. Louis .......
Baltimore ......
Cincinnati ..... ....... 80
Louisville ..... ....... 77
Brooklyn .......
Athletic ........
Metropolitan... ....... 70
Cleveland .....

53
43
45
42
35
36
22
18

21
29
35
35
35
38
48
54

716
.'597

.562
.545
.500
.486
.314

By the loss of the steamer John A.
Lawrence in the Bay of Bengal 800 lives
were

lost,

mainly pilgrims of the best

families of Bengal. There is scarcely a
native family in Calcutta which does not
lament the loss of a relative by the disaster. Terrificstorms swept over the Bay
of Bengal for nearly a week, with disastrous results to shipping and attended
with great loss of life.
Killed on the Railroad.

A

Duluth train

for Minneapolis ran off

au open switch at Cumberland, Wig.

plaster."

While

Sells Brothers’ cowboys and In-

dians were having a sham encounterin a
circus performanceat Clinton, Iowa,
Wednesday night, Mrs. Andy Lambertson,

.250

Terrible Marine Disaster.

The

UTAH'S STATEHOOD.

death of Sylvanus Cobb, Jr., the well- some farmers losing 90 per cent, of their
story writer, at the age of 64 herds ..... A tornado in Cheboygan and
years. He died at Hyde Park, near Bos- Presque Isle Counties, Michigan,is reported to have leveled vast quantitiesof
ton, of pneumonia.
pine. The roads in all directions,it is breeders.
Neab a curve on the Erie Road, between stated, are blockadedby fallen trees.
Hohokus and Allendale, N. Y., Thursday
POLITICS.
It is officially stated that 165 lives were
morning, the Chicago express train dashed
lost in Chicago on the 15th, 16th and 17th
The Ohio Democratic State Convention
throngh a gang of Italian laborers who of July from the excessive heat.
met at Cleveland on Thursday, and perwere ballastingthe lines. A dozen of the
Josie Holmes, who was the exchange formed its work in an expeditious manner.
men were killed, their heads, arms, and
legs being thrown in all directions. The clerk of the defunct Fidelity Bank at Cin- It nominated Thomas E. Powell, of Delaexpress train was late, and at the time of the cinnati,Ohio, has been arrested and held ware, for Governor on the second ballot.
catastrophe was running at the rate of forty in $10,000 bond on the charge of aiding D. C. Coolman, of Portage County, was
miles an hour. A passenger on the train and abetting Harper in his illegal condact. nominated for Lieutenant Governor by acdescribesthe scene as one of the most
A Chicago dispatchsays that W. J. clamation, and L. R. Critchfield, of Holmes
sickening that could be witnessed. “Along
County, and Virgil P. Kline, of Cleveland,
McGarigle,
one of the convicted boodlers,
the tracks, w he said, “were arms, Jogs,
were nominated for the Supreme Court,
trunks, and other parts of bodies, and the escaped from the custody of Sheriff Mat- long and short terra, respectively. The
tracks for a long distance were slippery son Saturday night. Visitinghis home in other nominationswere: Emil Kiesewetwith blood. The disastermust have taken Lake View in the Sheriff’s custody, he was ter, of Franklin County, for Auditor;
place with such appalling suddenness that accorded leave to have a bath in the bath- George W. Harper, of Greene, for Treasthe men did not know of their danger till room, and took advantageof this to make urer; W. L. Leet, of Ottawa, for Attorney
the train was upon them. The conductor his escape. McGarigle was lately Warden General; Peter J. Murphy, of Butler,
of the train on which I rode said that the of the Cook County Hospital, and was member of the Board of Public Works.
train hands of the express were not to under a three-years’penitentiarysentence. The platform strougly indorsed the adblame. He believed the foreman of the
Lee Shellenberoer, the Nebraska ministiation,and demanded a redaction of
gang was responsiblefor the disaster
man who killed his 11-year-old daughter, the tariff.
by neglecting to give warning.” AnProfessor S. N. Fellows declines
other account of the terrible accident was taken from jail and lynched.
the
nomination for Superintendentof
says that about one hundred Italians were
The house of George M. Brubaker, of
at work on the road-bed, when a train came
Public
Instruction given him by the Iowa
Delphos, Kan., was burned and his twoalong, and the Italians stepped onto the
Prohibitionists.
year-old child was burned to death ____ The
other track to allow it to go by. Just then
A movement is on foot to provide for
the Chicago express thundered down at St. Louis Cooperage Company’s works
were destroyed by fire. Loss, $20,000.
the speedy admissionof New Mexico as a
forty miles an hour, and literally mowed
its way through, slinging the unfortunates
State by adding to it all of Texas west of
SOUTH.
right and left, tearing legs and arms and
the Pecos River. New Mexican emissaries
heads off, and grinding tiesh into the roadHon. Robert M. T. Hunter, ex- will soon start through Texas, and more
bed for two hundred or three hundred feet.
particularly through Austin, the State
So fierce was the shock that, although the Speaker and ex- Senator, Confederate capital, for the purpose of creating au
engine struck nothing but human beings, Secretary of State, and a member of the impression in favor of the project.
the powerful cow-catcher was torn, Peace Commission which met President
Lincoln in Hampton Roads, died on Tuestwisted,and broken into pieces.
INTERSTATE COMMERCE. \
Essex County, Massachusetts,has day at his home in Fount Hill, Va.,

known

NEWS BUDGET.

W. A. Frerbete, of Louisiana,has
been appointed SupervisingArchitect of
the Treasury, vice M. E. Bell, resigned.
The TreasuryDepartment has reversed The Repent Constitutional Conyention
the recent action of the Collectorat JanesParticipated in by Mormons
ville, Wis., in making a seizure of horses
Alone.
where the claim was made by importers
that the animals were for breeding. The
decision is of great interest to horse-

of Clinton, was shot in the left breast. The
ball was taken out of her back. WaUace
Phillips,a Clinton boy, aged 14, was shot
in the top of the head, the ball lodging in
his skull. George Harrington, of Fulton,
HI., was shot in the forehead. The ball
entered his brain, and he will die. The
accident happened through the carelessness of some of the performers using loaded insteadof blank cartridges. No arrests
were made. Sells left money and a man
with instructionsto spore no exertion or
expense for the wounded people. No reason can be given for balls being used. The
managers of the circus employ but one
man to load the revolvers,who has strict
instructions to use nothing but blank cartridges.

engineer,J. Donahue, and the fireman,
A Chicago dispatch of Friday says:
George Webster, were instantly killed. “The jury in the great boodle case was seThe baggageman, Charles Murtell, was
badly injured. No passengers are known cured yesterday. General Stiles made the
opening speech for the prosecution, which
to have been killed or injured.
occupied almost two hours— a plain and
Bits by Telegraph.
powerful address outliningthe character of
The Washington Star says there is some the evidence to be presented for the peotalk of organizingthe next Congress on ple, uid delivered in the General's characteristicand most impressive style.
tariff instead of party lines.
The jury is a fair average one; perhaps a
A W 1LKE8DABBE,Pa., dispatch inti- littleabove the average in intelligence,but
mates that Oscar J. Harvey has probably not notably so. The majority of the iury
been guilty of pension frauds as well as are honest men; but, as to one or two of
them, there are some doubts, if rumor is
horse- claim forgeries.
ooirect.This fairly good result has taken
A violent volcanic eruption has occur- nineteen days of hard work to accomplish. n
red on the Island of Galita, off the coast
After a refreshing night’s sleep and a
of Algeria. Streams of lava are issuing
hearty breakfast,David Hoffman was
from the crater of the volcano, and the hanged on Friday at Nebraska City, Neb.
glare of the fiames emitted is visible for
The crime for which Hoffman was hanged
fifty miles.
was the wrecking of a Missouri Pacific
The membership of the Knights of passenger train Jan. 11 last, near Dunbar,
Labor is rapidly diminishingin Rhode a small station ten miles west of Nebraska
Island. A Pittsburgh paper is authority City, at which time James De Witt, the en-

aged 78.

from his home,

where
the woods, and boat

in Booneville, Ky.,

Omaha RailroadCompany— this was
complaint of unreasonable and unjust rates.
The case is dismissed for insuffleioutevidence
him.
but without prejudice. Opinionby Commissionor
The colored people of New Orleans are
„ Fulton, complainant,against the
Chicago.8t Paul, Minneapolisand Omaha Railreported to be indignantand excited over road Company— this was also a complaint of
the announcement, apparently official,that unreasonablerates, and it is likewise dismissed
prejudice. Opinion by Commissioner
colored troops will not be permitted to par- without
Bragg.
ticipatein the internationalmilitary encampment to be held at Chicago.
GENERAL.

he then

Ex-

lived, into

Congressman Asa H. Glover

died at Georgetown, Kentucky. He was a

apolis aud

a

A national waterways conventionhas
been in session at Sault Ste. Maria, Mich.

relative of President Cleveland.

Over four hundred delegates were in attendance. The main object was to get an
appropriation from Congressof $7,000,000
to improve the Hay Lake channel. . .The
boot and shoe dealers of the country have
just closed their annual convention at Chicago. G. G. Pierce, of Chicago, was
elected National President. ...The third
annual convention of the National Railway
from 21 to 23 cents apiece,while Contractor
Station Agents’ Association has been in
Cowan charged the company nearly 10 cents
session at Minneapolis.
per tie more. In Texas Mr. Gould is said
Over 25,000 tourists have sailed from
to have learned that the ties for which his
road had paid 38 cents apiece had the United States since April 1.
been supplied to contractors within
An Amherstburg (Ont.) special says the
ten miles of Texarkana for 23 cents,
barge Theodore Perry went to the bottom
while in other sections of Texas the cost
to the contractor had been from 28 to 30 of Lake Erie during a storm. There were
cents. Mr. Gould further learned, it is seven persons aboard, and only two are
claimed, thaf this corner in the tie market known to have escaped.
scooped in not only the Iron Mountain,bat
^ FOREIGN. ^
the Missouri, Kansas and Texas, the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy, the Rock
The negotiationsbetween Germany
Island, and even others, and that the
corner had been nurtured for three years. and the Vatican for the Germanization of
The number of ties for which exorbitant Alsace-Lorraine are said to have failed beprices had been paid exceeded ten millions,
and the Missonri Pacific is said to have cause the Pope declines to prohibitthe use
lost about $1,000,000.It is alleged that of French in the seminariesof the provthere were some changes in the subordi- ince.
nate departmentsof the road as the result
A London dispatch says the Conservaof this discovery, and the idea is conveyed
tives
have abandoned all the obnoxious
that some of Mr. Gould's trusted officials
were concerned in the large profits made features in the land bill, and when passed
in these ties.
it will be a Parnellitemeasure. The ConHenry Wiggins, a negro, aged 20, was servativewhips have informed the memhanged in the jail at Palatka, Fla., for bers that unless the Governmentreceives
their full support Lord Salisburywill remurder. The execution was private.Life sign, and will not attempt to form a coaliwas extinct in twenty-threeminutes, his tion ministry.
neck being broken by the fall. Wiggins
made no statement, but the attending priest
MARKET REPORTS.
spoke for him. He said he was sorry for
NEW YORK.
the crime, and begged forgiveness of all.
Cattle ..........................
J 4.00 @8.00
George Washington, a negro, at- Hoaa
.............................5.50 *4 0.00
tempted a criminal assault on Miss Bettie Wheat— No. 1 Hard .............. 87^3 .83
No. 2 Red ................ 82 @ .83
Varnin of Mississippi City, Miss., and was C JEN— No. ....................... 45^4 .46)4
During a recent trip over his Southwestern roads, says a St. Louis dispatch, Mr.
Gould discoveredthat there were in his
confidence some persons who were making
lively work with his profits. He found that
the price paid for railroad ties at Bald
Knob, Gulliver, and Forest City, Ark., was

.
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Oats—

lynched.

VMiite

PonK— New

u

...................... 39
.43
Mess ............... 16.00 (310.50

Richard Harkness, who had turned
Mormon and was living with three wives,

CHICAGO.

Cattle— Choice to Prime Steers 4.25 & 4.50
Medium ................ 3.00 <u> 3.75
Common ............... 2.75 @ 3.00
was taken out of his house near Columbia,
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 5.00 @ 5.50
S. C., by a bond of “regulators,” a night
Flouh— Winter Wheat .......... 4.00 @ 4.50
or two opo, peeled to the buff, and given Wheat-No. 2 Red Winter.. ..... 72 C4 .73
twenty-five lashes, every one of which Corn— No. 2 ....................... 37 & .37)4
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 25 @ .26
drew blood.
BuTTER-ChoiceCreamery ....... 20 & .21

Fine Dairy ............. 14 @ .15
Cheese— Full Cream, Cheddars. .08)454 .09
Full Cream, new ....... 09 @ .09)4
Large numbers of strikersin the coke Eoos— Fresh ...................... 10 #» .11
Potatoes—Choice, new, per bu. .40 @ .60
region have returned to work, but new Pork— Moss .....................16.75 017.25
MILWAUKEE.
complications are said to have arisen which
W heat — Cash .................... 71 @ .71)4
may prevent a settlement of the trouble. Corn -No. ...................... 37 & .37)4
It has been one of the most stubborn Oats-No. 2 White ............... 33 & .83 W
strikes ever seen in Pennsylvania, and the Rye— No. 1 ........................ 54 @ .56
Pork-Mobs ................. 14.75 015.25
loss in wages alone is estimated at
BT. LOUIS.
$996,300.
Wheat— No. .................... 71 39 .72
Corn— Mixed ..................... 334@ .34

LABOR

_

3

2

WASHINGTON.

Oats— Mixed .....................

PoRK-NewMess

The

and Mrs.

President

Cleveland

24

TOLEDO.
Wheat

— Cash .................... 74

Wednesday morning. Corn-No. .......................30
26
once tackled the big Oats ..............................
DETROIT.

reached Washington

The

2

President at
mail which had accumulated daring his Bkk» Cattle
absence.

Under

the recent decision of Secretary

Lamar, deciding that the land in excess of
640 acres in the Fort Boise Reservation
was illegally held and throwing it open to
entry,
large number of settlers

a

have entered claims

on the

.25

................15.23 015.73

@
@
0

....................3.75 @
Hoos .............................
4.00 @
Bhkep ............................
3.75 @
Wheat— No. 1 White ............. 76 @

.74)4

.sou
.27
4.25
5.00
4.75
.77

0 ;34)J
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 73 @ .74
Corn— No. ...................... 41)49 .45)4
Oats— No. ....................... 29 & .30
Oats-No.

2

White ................

34

CINCINNATI

Ellis Military Reservation in Mon-

2

.....................15.75 016.25
Live Hoos .......................5.00 @ 5,50

2

being the “summit of the Rocky Mount-

of

oats, 40,945

bushels of rye, and 13,230 bushels of
barley; total, 11,637,G-j8 bushels of all
kinds of grain, against 10,900,529 bushels
a year ago.

A

Shrewd Scheme.
We

permittedto make the following

are

extract from a private letter from a

mem-

ber of the Utah Commission, now in session at Salt Lake City. It throws a flood

upon the movement of the Morfor statehood,and the motives
governing their action, and will be read

of light

mons

with interest:

Salt Lake City, July 21.
commission is very busy
getting the election machinery in order for
the coming election,which takes place on
the first Monday in August There is a
good deal of excitementhere on the subject; not between Democrats and Republicans, but between Mormons and gentiles,

# * # Our

or

1

anti- Mormons.
The movement for

a constitutionalconvention which you observed and mentioned
while I was in Chicago was a spontaneous
movement among the Mormons. When I
say spontaneous movement it must be
understood to mean that the movement
originated with ihe Mormon leaders, who
in their own way gave forth the informotiou that such action was to betaken, wbich
was all that was needed to make it a success. Mass meetings were held in every
county in the Territory, and delegates
chosen, who assembledby preconcerted arrangementin this city on the 1st day of July,
formally organized themselvesas a constitutionalconvention, aud in about seven
days hatched out a constitution in which
polygamy is declared a mindemtanor, and
forever prohibited;aud another prohibiting
any union of church and state. This latter provision was wholly unnecessary, since
three-fourthsof tho voters of the Territory

ported a route to the Pacific coast between ains, and as Fort ^llis is east or that
the lines of the Central Pacific and the boundary line it does not come within the
Atlantic and Pacific Railways, the Hne purview of the statute limiting the area
being drawn through low passes where of military reservations. Settlers will be
little grading would be necessary. The notified that their claims have no foundaroad, if built, would render available the tion in law.

whole policy of the State, when admilted,
without the clericalhand ever being seen.
In the event of admissionas a State ninetenths of all the office-holderswould be
Mormons. The Governor, Judges, Senators, Representatives and all officers would
be Mormons, and the whole policy of the
State, legislative,executive,and judicial,
would be Mormon and in Mormon interests. Punishment for the crimes of polygamy and bigamy would be in their own
hands, judges and juries being Mormons,
hence there would be no convictions nor
any punishment for these offenses.And
they would not consider that they had done
any wrong in not doing so, for they claim,
and many believe, that these practices are
carried on by the sanction of God Almighty.
That it is not only permitted but enjoined as
religious duty; and
they are taught that their obedience to God and His revelationsis
superior to any human law, whether legis-

a

or

lative

constitutional. The provision,

though standingout boldly in tne constitution, wonld be a dead letter and have no
more meaning or binding force than so
many meaningless hieroglyphics on an
Egyptian pyramid. There is another noticeable fact. The leading polygamists
are not taking any active part in the pro.
ceeding, and are in positionnot to be
caught by any promises or prohibitions.
They will hold still, letting it be understood that they are assenting when they
really are not, because they wish the Territory admitted as a|State, so that the

mons may

Mor-

get control of the country, when

they will forge to the front and assume the
reins of power. There are some very
shrewd, far-seeing men among them, and
thev are laying their plans wide and deep,
and to extend far into the fntnre.
The constitutionis to be submitted at the
general election for approvalor rejection
by the people, and it is probable there will
not be a vote against it, since the gentiles
wholly and totally ignore the whole pro-

ceeding, and will not take any notice of it except to denounce it
as being the sublimity of hypocrisy and
deceit. It will get the full vote of the
Mormons who can vote. Many of them
are disfranchised, and will not vote; not
that thev coaid not do so, as the electionis
not held under any election law, but they
wish to publish to the world that none bnt
qualified electorsvoted on it. And they
will abstain from voting from motives of
policy otherwise.
I think the press of the country ought to
take np this Questionand ventilate the
motives and inducements that are moving
to the adoption of this Constitution,so as
to prepare the public mind for an expression on it In my opinion Utah should
never be admitted as a .State nntil the Constitution of the United States is amended,
prohibiting bigamy and polyffamy in all
the States and Territories,declaringthem
felonies, and giving the United States
Goorts juris dictionof them and the power
to select juries who do not respect the divine right of those crimes.
Suppose Utah were admitted as a State,
what is there to prevent these Mormons,
who are in a large majority, from immediately calling together a conventionand
framing a new constitution,
with the polygamy prohibition clause left out? And what
could then be done under the doctrine of
States' rights and home rule?
— t- --------------“Ah, my dearest Esmeralda!"exclaimed
KoBdusko Murphy, as he fell upon his
knees at the feet of Miss Esmeralda Longcoffin, after having imprinted a kiss upon
her ruby lips, “a kiss from you is indeed a
taste of heaven on earth!” Placing her
gentle hand upon his contracted brow, she
remarked in a low, gentle tone of voice:
“Bah! Can’t you say something original?
Forty differentmen have got off that same
stereotyped remark."

t

;
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Fort Pork— Mess

BUFFALO.
tana, believing that the ruling applied to Wheat-No. 1 Hard .............. 82)4@ .88
and a number that reservationalso. Acting Secretary Corn— No. .................
42 @ .43
for the statement that elaborate plans
of
passengers seriouslywounded. The Muldrow has decided that the law of 1853, Cattle ......................... 4.00 @150
have been made to control the approaching
INDIANAPOLIS.
object of the wreck was plunder.
limitmg military reservationsto 640 acres, Beep Cattle ....................
General Assembly in the interest of the
3.50 @ 4.50
A special surveying party of the Chi- applied only to the Territory of Oregon, as Hoos .............................
5.00 @ 5.50
Powderly clique.
then constituted, its eastern boundary Sheep......
2.45 0 4.00
Chicago elevatorscontain 9,402,074 cago and Rock Island Railroad have reWheat— No. 2 Bed ............... 70 & .70)4
corn, *313,048 bushels

Admission to the Union—

John Green, an ex- convict,residing in merce Commission bos filed the decisions
has sued Bill Johnson, Peter of the Commission in the following cases:
Jaggers, Lad Dawson, Dock Knight, Tom
The Chicago and Alton against the Pennsylvania, and the Chicago,Rock Island and Pacifto
M. Seygly, Slaughter Fuqua, and John against the New York Central and Hudson River
Goodman, citizens of Hart County, Ken- —these are known as the commission cases, and are Mormons aud under the rule and
dominion of the church rulers, to whom
tucky, for $20, OIK) damages in the United are dismissed. Oninion by Mr. Commissioner
every Mormon owes a sworn allegiance,
States courts. He charges that the defend- bchoonmaker. Mr. Commissioner Morrison
flies a dissenting opinion. F. D. Harding, comand who from the Temple can dictate the
ants, one night in July, 1886, took him plainant, against the Chicago,8t. Paul, MinneIndiana,

gineer,was instantly killed

bushels of wheat, 1,808,271bushels of

What They Hope to Accomplish by

Corn... ..........................33
Oats— No. 2 Mixed .............
,25
.

.

0
&

.38)4
.26

EAST LIBERTY.
CATTLE-Prime........ ......... 4.00 @4.25
Fair .........
3.50 @ 4.00
Common ............... 8.00 0 8.50
........ ....................5.00 0 5.73
Sheep ...........................4.00 & 4.75
.

.

Adirondack Murray and

President

Cleveland will not speak as they pass by
each other in the future. It is stated that
the only bite the Presidentgot in the
mountains daring his summer sojourn was
after dark, in the privacy of his chamber;
and, as he was enticed to the resort by
Murray's glowing description of hunting
and fishing to be' found there, he holds
Muzny responsible for his being whitewashed. Hence the coolness in the future.

Wealth is like
less if a

a viper,

man knows how

which

is

harm-

to take hold of it;

bnt if he does not, it will twine round his

hand and

bite

him.

THE MOON AND THE WEATHER.
Some

Scientific

Facts Regarding an Old

Superstition.

Of all survivingpseudo-Mporstitions
that of the influence of the moon on
the -weather dies the hardest; and the
belief that the (so-called)“changes” of
the moon are accompanied or followed
by changes in the condition of the terrestrial atmosphere is still to bo found
among a very large number indeed of
otherwise educated and enlightened
people. A recent writer in the English
Mechanic has examined the grounds of
this belief and attributes it to the
weather predictions in the almanacs of
the early part of the century.
As to the moon “changing,” one
would imagine to hear the majority of
people talk, that a “change” of the
moon is in some sense cognate with a
conjuring trick, in which the performer,
after showing that he has nothing in his
hand, instantaneouslyproduces an egg,
an orange, or a ball from it Notf nothing could well be further from the
truth than this, the fact being that the
moon is always changing— .01 second
before conjunctionshe is waning, .01
second alter it she is waxing, and so
throughout her monthly path. When
her (celestial) longitude is identical
with that of the sun she is said in the
almanacs to be “new;” when such longitude differs 90 degrees from the sun’s
toward the east she is in her “first quarter;” when they are separatedby 180
degrees the moon is “full,” and when
she has traveledto that point in her
orbit in which she is 90 degrees to the
west of the sun she is said to bo in her
“last quarter;” in each case it being assumed that she is viewed from the
earth’s center. The use of the word
“change,” then, in connection with her
position in these four points of her
orbit is a solecism, pure and simple.
“But,” people are heard to say, “as
the moon influences the tides, why
should it not affect the atmosphere
too?” To which the immediately
obvious reply is that the tides are a
semi-diurnal phenomeon, so that, on
this principle, the weather ought to
change twice a day also— a conclusion
too absurb to be entertained. Nevertheless the moon does influence the atmosphere by causing the production in
it of tides so minute as, under ordinary
circumstances to be masked by other
fluctuations.The existence of these
atmospheric tides was first definitely
established by the observations of the
late Prof. Daniell, but if these minute
tides influenced the weather in the
slightest degree it must change twico a
day — a supposition too ridiculous to
merit notice.
The “moon on her back” ns a weather
sign would appear to be a good deal
like the old woman’s indigo test— if the
dye was pure “ ’twould either sink or
swim, she disremembered which. ” In
many parts of the country, and uniformly in England, the belief prevails
that when the young moon is “lying on
her back”— in other words, when the
line joining her cusps is nearly or quite
parallel to the horizon, she is “holding
water,” and that rain will certainly
follow. How either belief arose it
would be idle to speculate, but the explanation of the phenomenon itself is
sufficiently simple. In the outset the
moon is never much more than 5 degrees either to the north or south of
the ecliptic,or apparent annual path
of the sun through the Heavens. Now
the line adjoiningher cusps (the sharp
points of her crescent) is always square
to a great circle passing the sun and
moon. Two minutes’study of a celestial globe will show how variable is the

chair of the President

of the new Re-

THE NATIONAL

GAME.

public by an overwhelming majority,
in spite of everything that the Government could do to prevent it But from A Lively Contest for the Championship
that moment a new chapter began.
Pennant of the Base-Ball
Napoleon was now no longer, in the
League.
minds of the French people, placed in
contrast with the Bourbon Bangs, but
with the Republia The coup d'etat Detroit Continues to Lead the Field, with
of December 2, 1851, embittered the
Chicago a Close Second— Notes
Republicans against the uncle almost
of the Game.
as much as against the nephew, for it
was by the uncle’s name that the
nephew had won. Hence came a sys[CHICAGO CORRESPONDENCE.]
tematic effort to write down the First
At this writing the seemingly irresistNapoleon, with the view of weakening
ible forces nnder Captain Anson are
the hold of the Third Napoleon upon
fighting
what it is expected will be the
the p Dpular mind. Lanfrey’s History
decisive point in the championship race
is the best illustrationof a work of this
kind. The fall of the Second Empire, against Detroit. The first atttack was made
with all its mortifying incidents and by the White Stockings last Saturday, and
terrible disasters, did much— however resulted in the complete routing of the
illogically— to lower the prestige of Wolverine contingent, the score standNapoleon the First; and since 1871 ing b to 4 at the finish. Three more
Republicans and Bonapartists have games are to be played— two scheduled
been always at swords’ points. In and a postponed—and one of two results seems inevitable. Either Chicago
Franco to-day, whatever may bo in
will return home from its second Eastfact the strength of the veneration felt
ern trip leading the balance of
for the First Napoleon, one sees and the League clubs in the pennant race, or
hears little of him. There are, of else it will be nearer the top of the list
course, many prints, busts, medals, than it has yet been this year. The last
statuettes of him to bo found in the tour of the Detroit team has been anything
shops; but they are not so highly bnt satisfactoryin its results to Detroiters.
prized, I fancy, to-day ns they were When they returned to their headquarters
forty years ago.— Fro
“Some Illus- last week they received anything but a tiattering reception.The meteoric drop of
trations of Napoleon and his Times,"
the club, a change from winning everything
by John C. Hopes, in Scribner's to losing everything, has been as remarka-

Magazine.

way as the advance of the Chicago team from sixth to second place. Out
A Fall in Watches.
of the last ten games played— three in New
“Do you see this old watch?” said a ^ork, three in Philadelphia,three in
watchmaker to a reporter for the Washington,and the one on Saturday, in
Pittsburgh Dispatch. He held up an Detroit— Detroit has won just oue game,
and that not the game with Chicago. The
article that looked more like a mantel
once great sloggers seem now to be the inclock, and proceded to open it up. By
valids of the League.
some twist of the thumb nail that only
Strange diamonds, unfriendlycrowds,
a watchmaker knows, he opened the change of water and diet, passing sleepouter case and it looked much like the
less nights on railway trains during the
shell of a cocoanut. The interiorpor- warm weather, and various other excuses
tion resembled the kernel. The thumb have been offered for the poor success
achieved. But last Saturday settled all.
nail got to work again and the glass
Chicago whipped the heavy batters on
face was raised. Again the thumb nail
their own grounds, and the hope that has
acted, and the works were turned out
been nurtured in the bosom of every folon a hinge, and they looked big and lower of the club has slowly departed.
coarse enough to run a rolling mill.
The chances of winning the pennant are
“That watch doesn’t look as though growing less and less, and if the Wolverit was worth much,” continued the
ines do not get out of the present rut they
watchmaker,“and yet its owner, who will soon be passed by Chicago, Boston
was in here a few moments ago, said and New York.
The White Stockings return home on
he must have it fixed at any price. I
Thursday of this week, and will meet the
found a couple of pivots broken, several
Bostons for a series of three games, after
teeth bent, and other damages. I told
which we are to cross bate with Wasbinghim it would cost $4. ‘Fix it up,’ ho ton, New York, Philadelphiaand Detroit
said, T don’t care if it cost $10 to fix it.
successively before departingagain for
That watch belongs to my father. He our last Eastern trip of the season.
THE WEEK’S SENSATIONS.
has had it for many years, long before
The week just post has not been without
I was born. I don’t think it could
keep time enough for a pawnbroker, its sensations in the base- ball world, tho
first of these was the bold bid of President
yet he wants it fixed and it must bo
ble in its

done. ”

“Now,” continued the watchmaker,,
“that is a very old style of watch. He
could buy a far better one for the price
he would have to pay for repairing it,
and one that would be much more suitable, too. It is a burden to carry such
a watch. But men liked them" when
they plowed, hammered around trees,
fell into rivers, etc. This old watch
survives such mishaps, though it doesn’t

keep decent time. It can’t

Its
old to

Nimick, of the Pittsburgh Base-ball Club,
Ward, of New York. He wired President J. B. Day, of the New York Club, to
the effect that Pitisbnrgh would give
$5,00U for the famous Johnny or make a
trade. Such plucky enteiprise is something remarkableat this stage of the season, and caused considerable talk among
lovers of the game everywhere when it
became known. President Day, of the
New Iqrk Club, refused to entertainany
proposition,however, forWard’spurchase.
for

Substance of an Important Decision Hendered by the
Commission.

I

blanket.

____

_________'•

—

•

-

—The work of tubing tho gas well ii
Jackson has begun.
—Oceana County is rejoicingiu

magnifi-

cent crops of ail kindi.

—Adrian ha* ordered a $13,000 tax to

The Payment

Commiggions by Connecting Lines Declared to Be
of

support

ite

—Mr.

public schools.

Proper, of Mason County, weighs

dering who it

314, which, cons

Not Obligatory.

is, scorns

quite right.

[Washington telegram.)

Three decisions were rendered by
the InterstateCommerce Commission
on Wednesday. The most important
was the one in relation to the payment
of commiss ons by one road to the

—Tho First CongregationalSociety of
Jackson is about to build a new chapel on
Waterloo street.

—The annual encampment of tho Southwestern Association G. A. R. will be held
at Adrian, August 30. v

agents of another and connecting road
for sales of through tickets. The
- There are people in Jackson who expoints in dispute grew out of the
commissions
anti-commissions pect to see it become one of tho great saltfight between tho seaboard trunk producingcities of the State.

and

lines

and some of

their

Western connections. The following
three cases were disposed of in the one
opinion : The Chicago and Alton Company against the PennsylvaniaCom
pany, the same against the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, and the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific Railroad
Company against the New York Central and Hudson River Railroad Company. The following synopsis contains
the more important points of tho opinion, which is very long:
The complaints in thoso casos wore founded
upon tho third section of tho act to regulate
commorce, and charge violations of that section by tho defendant companiesin refusing
certain facilitiesfor receiving, forwarding,mid
deliveringpassengers to complainants’lines,
consisting of through or coupon tickets, which,
being afforded to other and competitivecompanies, give, tho complainants allege, undue and
unreasonable preferenceto those companies.
The material facts found by the commission aro
recited at length in tho opinion. They show
that for several years prior to tho time
when the act to regulate commerce took
effect, substantiallyall the railroad companies of the country, including tho comitlainsuts and defendants,paid commissions.
The defendant companies and some others for
about two years have made earnest efforts to
abate the practice of paying commissions.
About a month before the act to regulate commerce became operative the defendant companics took steps to procure agreements w ith
their
---- connecting
--------- _ companies
--- . ----- to
— aboli
— oiish the commission business altogether.With this end in
view they sent printed circulars on or about
March 15 last to their connecting companies,
expressingtheir willingnessto continueto act
as agents in the sale of through tickets
and stat ng the nature of tho agreement.
The circular of tho defendant companies
contained a condition prohibitingthe payment of commissionsby other companies
to its agents. The complainant companies refused to enter into the agreementnroposed.
On account of their refusal the defendants,
idai
after April 4 last, refused to soil through tickets over the complainants’roads from Chicago
and 8t. Louis to Kansas City, and still refuse,
solely for those reasons. On those facts the
complainants aver that the defendants refuse
to
"
— alio
lord* them
reasonable,proper, and equal
facilitiesfor receiving,forwarding, and delivering passengers,and give undue preferenceto
competing roads in contraventionof the pro-

.

visions of the act to regulate commerce.
Tho defendants
deny tuat they have violated
---------the provisions of the act, and claim that they
have tho exclusive right to control their agents,
to fix tho amount of their compensation,and to
pay themselves ; that tho payment of commisBious by other companies Is demoralizing to
their agents, and often leads to discriminations
to passengerstor roads paying large coiunlssions, by division of commissionbetween the
agent ond the passenger; that commissions
consume a considerablepercentageof the rev---

--

-----

..

.

enue from tho sale of through

tickets ; that
withoutcommissions all connecting road* stand

YT

NEW YORK’S COUNTER-OFFER.
No sooner had Nimick’soffer for Ward, - *7.
wa vwixjxuidoawijd
ill JJUtand Day’s refusal thereof grown cold, suadiDg them to choose some particular route.
The offenses of which the commissionhas
than an announcementwas made to the

machinery is too rough and too
keep good time.
“Yes, there has been a great change eflect that the New York Club had purchased Morris, tho clever left-handed
in the stylo of watches. Years ago
pitcher
of the Pittsburg team. Negotiabig watches, with all the floweringthat
tions were really entered into and so far
could be got on the cases, were the
completed that Manager Mutrie, of the
style. Then came the opposite, and “Giants,” went to Pittsburg to pay over
plain watches were the demand. The the purchasemoney and secure the playlady’s wach came, a neat, delicate little er’s contract. The result of the transthing, and the men thought the little action, however, may be seen in the lolwatches were the Tie plus ultra. And lowing dispatch from Pittsburg,which
the jewlers began to bedeck the cases save:
‘The management of the Pitteburgh Ball
with pearls and other stones, and the
inclination of the ecliptic to the horiClub have decided not to part with Morris,
articles brought big prices. After a
zon, and consequently that of the line time the neat silver watch began to get their left-handed pitcher,and when Manager Mutrie of the New Yorks arrived to
joining the cusps of the moon also.
its hooks in, and it was all the rage.
close the deal he was informed that they
Finally, the most elaborate com“Prices for watches have fallen re- had changed their minds, and that the
parisons of meteorogical records made
markably in the last ten years. I re- Giants could not have him. The good
in Franco and in England (where the
member when people paid $250 and work of Morris in the last Ihree games, and
Greenwich observatory for forty years $300 for a hunting-casegold watch that the numerous protests received by the
were carefully collated with the moon’s you can get for $50 or $60, and some- management since the announcement of
phases during that period) have sufficed
times for less. The change in price is the proposed sale, caused them to reconto show that no connection whatever
due to the fact that the makers, after a sider the matter. Morris will now be put
in tbe box in his regular turn, and an opexists between them. The solitary obtime, found they could make cases
servable effect of the moon upon our much cheaper than they had been portunitygiven to redeem himself. Manatmospherewas believed by Sir John doing. The works were made much ager Mutrie’s expenses to this city will be
paid by the Pittsburgh Club.”
Herschel to be exhibited in the ten- cheaper by the use of machinery,and
TROUBLE AMONG THE DETROITB.
dency to disappearance or cloud under of course the price fell, being helped
Within the past few davs there has been
the full moon, and this he attributes to along by competition.”
a general stirring-upin the ranks of the
the heat radiated from her surface.
Detroitteam, and Baldwin,Weidman and
Briody, who have heretofore been conWashington’s Heirs.
The Modem French Estimate of Napoleon.
sidered among the best men of the
Although Washingtonleft an estate
It has not been difficult of late years valued at $600,000, an enormous sum team, have been suspended and fined.
Tho causes assigned were indifferentplay
to collect contemporary prints of the
in that time, his heirs— not Ins descend- and not taking good care of themselves.
First Napoleon. It may have been ants, for he had none— felt too poor to
Baldwin has made poor record this season.
otherwise under the Second Empire— give him a tomb of his own until 1837. His salary was very materiallyincreased
probably it was— but since the estab- For forty years the body of Washing- when he signed in the spring, the amount
lishment of the Third Republic it has ton lay in an old plantation tomb, amid being $3,200, which, witu the exception of
been easy enough. This history of Na- the crumblingremains of generation?. that received by Radboume,is the highest
salary paid any le igue pitcher.On the bapoleon’s prestige in France may be told
Until recentlythe old structure could
sis that he would pitch forty games during
in a few words.
bo seen standing near the mansion, the season, his pay would be $80 per game,
Napoleon’s personal force was so looking like a dilapidatedpig-pen.
and a sorry exhibition he made trying to
great, and he hod so identified himself
Fifty years ago the present structure earn his money. Out of sixteen games
with France, that, in spite of the reac- was built, and all the money the heirs
pitched he won but six, and many of those
tion consequent on the R€s‘oration of
of Washingtonfelt like spending was by he skin of bis teeth. In only one of
Louis XVlQ., the French people, as a spent on it It is a shabby affair. the sixteen did he pitch with any vigor or
whole, accepted him and glorified him Then the heirs sold the home of Wash- purpose. It is now possible,with a little
as the national hero. His fame, and ington— but not the tomb— for about bracing up, and some judgment in the
the magical influence of his name, suf- $250,000; then they sold all the “relics” placing of the remaining pitchers,for the
fered little even from the recollections that could be raked up in the old team to get on its feet.
In the pennant race Detroit, Chicago,
of Leipsic and Waterloo; his reputa- garrets of the family for good round
tion, in fact, increased steadily all prices. The dickeringin these trans- and Boston are close enough together to
be, in the parlance ol the turf, covered by
through the period of the rule of the actions disgusted everybody except the
a
Con Cbeoan.
returned Bourbons, and at no time was “heirs” of Washington.They have
more potent than inthe reign of Louis nothing J left to sell now except thn
Db. Edward Naumann, for some
Philippa In his day Napoleon’sre- tomb and the bone?. They are and years at the head of the geological
mains were brought back from St have always been very canny people. survey of Japan, gives, in addition to a
Helena, and interred, with great pomp, The country some day will begin to descriptionof the physical features of
in the Invalides. The shops of Paris
feel that it is not seemly to have things that country, many entertaining sketchwere full Of pictures of his battles, of remain as they are— the tomb daily es of the scenery and people of the
portraits of him and of his marshals.
growing shabbier and the show at the mounts n regions, says the New York
Up to the Revolution of 1848, Napo- mansion getting every year nearer to Post. In the north he says that the
leon’s government and policy were the character of a circus museum ; or snow accumulatesin enormous massalways, in the popular mind, opposed there will be a demand that the Wash- es. There are villages which frequentto the policy and government of the
ington monument shall cover the body ly experience a fall of over twenty feet
Bourbons. He stood for the principle of Washington. When that time comes of snow. Naturally,..during winter,
of the national will; they— the older the Washingtonheirs will have some- nearly all out-door life ceases. In one
branch, of course, more particularly-- thing more to sell at a good round sum. village which he visited the inhabitfor the principle of divine right After —Exchange.
ants, after their breakfast, go to the
the deposition of Louis Philippe,the
baths, which are fed by hot springs,
tremendous influence of Napoleon’s
Judge no man because the disposition and remain in them for the whole of
name carried Piinoe Louis into the of hw mind is not like your own.
the day, enjoying the heat.

MICHIGAN AFFAIRS,

INTERSTATE COMMERCE.

—The prospects for raising tho $75, COO
needed to bring the Cincinnati, Jackson
ami Mackinaw Railway to Jackson are not
very flotteriug.

—The

Independent says that the poach
vicinity of Shelby, Oceana

crop in tbo

Connty, will probably bo from 60,000 to
75,000 baskets.

—Jackson has a smoke ordinance,requiring tho use of smoke consumers where
large quantities of bituminous coal ore

consumed. The
its

people are clamoring for

enforcement.

—Houghton
jail

and

Connty’s

court house,

about com-

pleted, and will be formally turned over to
the connty within a short time. It is

claimed

to be the peer of any public building in the
State, being provided with all

modern con-

veniences.

—As

the Michigan Central Railroad

hand-cars, two in number, wore coming in

from (heir work a man by the name of
Frank Franks slipped and fell just as the
two can came (ogether,being oanght between them. He was horribly mangled,
one

leg being nearly severed from his

body.

summoned and tfie man
home. He is still alive, but

Surgical aid was
taken to his

cannot recover.

—Tho

officialpremium list of the thirty-

ninth annual State Fair, to
son, Sept. 19-23, shows

1)3

held in Jack-

premiums offered

on seventy classes. The rples require that
of these tho entries in live slock, poultry,
and farm implements shall bo in tho hands

of the
roe,

Secretury,J. C. Sterling,of

on or

Mon-

before Sept. 1, entries of

machinery by Sept. 15, and applijutions
17. The Secretary will
be in Jackson after Sept 8.
for space by Sept

—The

free-delivery

system has not
Ann Arbor, and

proved a success so far in

not satisfactory either to tbe podofflee

is

authoritiesor to the citizens. Tho
of carriers was cut

down

number

to four by the

PostofficeDepartment,and an ottompt has
been made to carry out full service with

number, giving each

this

catrier a distance

of from twenty-two to twenty-fourmiles

cognizanceare anything done or omitted to be
done in contraventionof the provisions of the
act to regulate commerce. Railroad corpora-

to

tion* In the Htates are the creations of tho Htate
Governments, and their powers and duties are
defined by their chartersor by general laws.
The act does not make it the autv of State railroads to organizeand operate through lines ol

were cut down

rx* ... ____
___
_
transportationconsistingof separate roads
owned by different companies.The organization of inch lines is left under tho act to tho
voluntaryaction of railroad coupanioa,as it existed previously.The law in this instance doe*
not in terms require one railroad company to
sell through tickets over tho road of anotherrailroad company. In tho absenceof statutory authority ono railroad company can only sell
tickets and chock baggage over tho road of another railroadcompany by agreement By
agreement between two companiesthrough
li
tickets, very properly, aro sold and used over
connectinglinos as a convenienceof passenger
traflic amud---------------- ---oucu
an inducement for patronage.
Such
tickets very evidently aro a great convenience
to travelers and perhaps to connecting roads
but they are a part of tho voluntaryarrangements for businesspurpose*, like joint tariffs,
interchangeof cars, and common use of depot*
It being, therefore, under our statute, a matter
of mutual agreementwhether coupon or
through tickets shall be sold by a railroad company over road* of lome other companies,
it follows that the form of inch ticket*
and the manner of their f ale are also matter*
of agreement by tho companies interested.If
companies can^ agree upon their tariffs,’ the
form of their tickets, and how they shall be
sold, they have the right to do so. and by such
agreement become interstate carriers ; but if
they cannot agree tbe act does not undertake
to coerce them to do businesstogether upon
terms that may bo justly objectionable or injurious. Tlgmugh tickets are not indispensable
for those purposes ; but assuming,for the sake
of argument, that they may be deemed 'facilities’’ for the receiving, forwarding, and delivering of passengers to connecting lines, carriers
are only required to afford reasonable, proper,
vnd equal facilities. They are not requiredto
afford special, unreasonable,improper,or unequal facilities.
K
Tuis presents the question whether the payment of commissionsis in itself,or as Incidental to the enjoyment of, a facility,reasonable and prope’r 'within the purview of the
statute.
__
_____
_____ o„ tickets
_____ _ 4i>
Tne
facility of through
is
equally offered to all, and may be enjoved
without commissions.If the
tbe company selling
sellii
the tickets should charge a commission it
wonld doubtlessbe regardedas an imposition,
and, therefore, unreasonable and improper.
These commissions are gratuitiesto induce
special effortsfor the company paying them.
If tbe statute do! a not give one company authority to subsidize tbe agents of another company, and if the practice is injuriousin its
effects,It certainly cannot be reasonable and

new

bheriff's residence aro

walk. This they were unable to do,
and last week the limits of free delivery
considerably,leaving

those not living in tbe central parts of the
city to call for their mail as formerly.

_

facilities.

„

proper.
The statute does not divest a railroad company of the exclusive right to control its own internal affairs, to employ its own agents, to regulate their duties, and to pay them such compensationas it may deem proper. The right of
ownership of a raiiroad'property with tbe power
of control over employes and management of
property Is as absolute under the act as before
Ite passsge. The regulation of commerce between the States, which Is al> that the act conten plates,does not involve commnnlty of
property, or joint control of subordinates among

the several companies that honor through
tickets.The corporatepowers of every company for all administrative
and governing purremain unimpaired. With the legitimate exercise of
these powers anothercompany has no concern
and no right to intermeddle.
For the proper government of their own subordinates the defendantcompanies have forbidden their agents to receivecommissions from
other companies, and directed them not to sell
over roads of companies that refuse to recognise this corporative authority, but insist
subsidizing the agent*. In these directions the
defendantshave not transcended their reasonable rights. One person or corporation has no
right to Interfere with the employes of another,
and the statute does not disturb this old and
sound principle.
poses within ite prescribed sphere

__

____

...

___

—Miners working on tie Foley option,
feet east of the Lake Su-

Ishpemiug,160

perior Iron Company’s gold mine, lately

vein and got rock
same character as in the Lake Su-

fired four blasts in tbe
of tho

perior mine and the same particles of free

’

gold were found in the rocks. This estab-

prominence of the vein beyond
doubt*. Much work is being done in the
lishes the

gold field, ond a number of capitalists from
tho East and West are there endeavoringto

land. How mach gold the Lake
Company took from tho shift is
unknown, but there was several thousand
dollars’ worth. Rumor says $75,060 in

secure

Superior

gold have already been taken ont, bat tho
estimate

is

—Near

probably too high.

Petersburg, early in tho

summer,

some children found near the Raisin Rive?
the skeleton of a woman. Only fragment a
of her clothing

band ring

could be found. A plain

encircledono of the skeleton’*

fingers. The hair, long, silken, and golden,

had not been destroyed. Recently Mr.
and Mrs. John Nixon and a man named
Galloway called at the

office of the Juslico

who held the inquest and identifiedtho
relics. Tho deceased was Mrs. Nhon’4
mother. She quarreled with her husband,
then living at Milan, and stated that she
intended to leave home and visit her daughter, at East Milan, ond her uncle at

From
eton

Toledo.

that time to tbe d scovory of the skel-

no

found. A
showed
some heavy

trace of her conld be

careful examinationof the shall
that it

had been crushed

by

blow.

— The reported drowning of John Vanderberg in Howard’s Lake, near
zoo,

is

Kalama-

the talk of tbe city, and rumors are

flying thick that he is not in the lake.
Search was made by Peter Gochy and James
Qninn, of Detroit,divers,over a space of
800 feet square, but nothing was found.
Three dynamite cartridgesthrown into the
lake were found, but nothing of the boat
or man could be dug out of tbe mud which
covers the bottom to a depth of from four

to fix feet They gave up the search and
left for home. The men who were with
Vanderbergand reported bis drowning
were there to locate the spot, but could
not tell with any certainty.Vanderberg

had been married but

six weeks,

1100 of his wife’s money

Some

and had

in his pockets.

say he has departed for other climes,

and others suggest foul play.

.............

........

.

_ .

V

...........

.........

.......
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but one true church. Considering that
he was addressinga very promiscuous

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
WILLIAM

ROGERS, Editor.

H.

audiencecomposed of people from
nominationsa

Saturday, July 30, 1887.

different subject

THE

SPRING and SUMMER

all de-

ISSGS WERKMAN

188 V.

might have

been selected.

Have receiveda new

line of attractive

There was considerableexcitement at
[Continued from

page.)

first

Thursday afternoon, which was
by

all the

the Resorts on

attended

members.

ac-

The Sunday School of Grace Episcopal

re-

Which are being sold at

turning from a sail on Lake Michigan

low prices.

men from

Holland. They were just

this season, at least those

who participated

The music was

unite in saying so.

fur-

There has never before been such a
demand lor building lots at Macatawa
rate of increase

Hon. E.

&

S.

Noble, of the firm of Dexter

Noble, owners of the Queen of

the park property will double in value

known

men

visitors at the

Macatawa Resorts have been deprived of

the

Northern Michigan, spent last Saturday at Macatawa Park
as the guest of Sir. Heber Walsh, presibusiness

in

to be pleasant.

Queen of

this year, and predicted that eventually

the

it

& West Michigan

button

upon either side. It was presented
by Captain Gavett.

to

This powder never varies.A marvel of purity,
strength and wholesomeness.
More economical
than the ordinary kinds, aud cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphatepowders . Sold only in
cans. Hotal Baking Powder Co., 106 Wall St.,

“Queen of

and

the

Resorts.

Rapids,

who

Park.

Health

is

This large and beautiful side-wheel steamer plying between Holland City and
the Macatawa and Ottawa Beach
Resorts will run until further
notice on the following time:

Wealth!

Sunday
night was not without merit, but the

audience wes very small. It was demon-

strated almost conclusively that the

Gall and See

_

£

_

Our Goods.

Stamping Done to Order.
MISSES WERKMAN.
Holland,Mich., June 20, 1887. 20-tf.

SECURITY
^^CORSET.
ELEGANCE
COMFORT
ECONOMY

THE WEEKLY STAR,

DURABILITY

An Elght-pago Newspaper, Issued

No
“Breaking In”
proccM, with
accompanying

Dr. E. C. Wert's Nerve and Brain Treatment, a guaranteedspecificfor Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Fits, NervousNeuralgia, Headache, Nervous Prostration caused by the use of
alcohol or tobacco, Wakelulness,Mental Depression, Softening of the Brain resulting in Insanity
and leading to misery,decay and death, Premature Old Age, Barrenness, Loss of power in either

SIX

It

Conformsto

containsthe Inust news, down to the hour
to press.

Agricultural,

of

the figure of
the wearer in
the moat trying positions.

going

Market,

Household,

Financial and Commercial,

Genuine
Whalebone

Sunday School Picnic Parties Political,
and large excursions will be

Poetical,
Humorous and Editorial
Departments,all under the directionof trained

given reduced rates.

Journalists of the highest ability.Us columns will
be^found crowded with g^od things from beginningto

psedbyournew
process, each
piece hav

Original stories by distinguished American and
foreignwritersof ficiioa.

DAILY EXCURSIONS
On Lake Michigan at 3 o’clock p.

BOXES

discomfort.

FAMILY PAPER.

Fashion,

sent by mail prepaid on receiptof price.

WE GUARANTEE

clcun, pure, bright nnd lutcreatlnir

MANL'FACTCREDBY

WEED8P0RT SKIRT & DRESS
WEEDSUOltT,

TERMS OF THE WEEKLY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.

CO.

N. Y.

FOR SALE BY

Free of Postage In the United States and Canada,
outsidethe limits of New York City.

in.,

weather permitting.
To euro any case. With each order received by us
for six boxes, accompanied with 35.00, we will
Clabs of 10 to the same P. O. address,with an
send the purchaserour written guarantee to readditionalcopy to organizerof Club,
. 110.00
will number about one thousand, and fund the money if the treatmentdoes not effect
Freight Rates made known on application. FOR THREE MONTHS, on trial,
25 centi
a cure. Guarantees issued only by YATES &
Macatawa Park has been engaged for their KANE, Druggists, Sole Agents,Holland, Mich.
Special term* and extraordinaryln<*3CCF. L. JOHNSON, Master.
meat* to agent* and canvasser*.
use on that date.
Send fbr Circular*.
August 5lh.

new shades and colors.

Daily, Weekly, and Sunday Editions.

A

Leave Resorts at 8:15 a. m., 12:40 p. in.
4:55 p. in., and 7:50 p. in.

over-indulgence.
Each box contains one month’s
treatment.$1.00 a box, or six boxes for 35.00,

from While Pigeon, Schoolcraft,and
other points on the Lake Shore Railway,

all in the

WILLIAMEDITOR.
DORSHEIMER,

Leave R. R. Dock, Holland, at 8 a. m.,
10:20 a. in., 2 p. m., and 0:25 p. m.

patrons of the Resorts do not favor Sunsex. Involuntary Losses and Spermatorrhuja
day concerts.
caused by over-exertion of the brain, seif-abuseor
Another large excursion will be run

and

THE STAR

at the sacred

last

AY YOU

every Wednesday.

departure.

Bay View

AND VELVETS

A Xcwnjmper upportlnirthe Principle* ol
a IK-mncrutlc Admlnl»lrutluu.

Master.

^dvrrtisfmcnts.

Park Hotel for the pant two weeks or
more, returned home on Thursday, They
made many warm friends during their
short stay who very much regretted their

•concert given at

It will positively

Publi-hedinthe City of New York.

have been sojourningat the

The prog.amme furnished

UOHNSON.

F.

Rapids, and Mrs. James Ten Eyck, of

W. R. Adams, of Grand

Ribbons, Gauzes, Silks,

G. VAN PUTTEN & SONS.
Holland,Mich., May 5, 1887.

(lie Lakes,”

--

frequent invoices.

To examine our stock aud compare prices
before purchasingelsewhere.

STEAMER

Michigan. He said that in
would be
cottages ana that three boats

Fairvlew, HI., former residents of Hol-

Macatawa

-IN

New York.

ail

passengers between Holland

They contimplatedreturning later in the
season and remaining some time.

IP

most popular

the size of the Queen could not carry the

Grand

Mr. Peter Ledeboer and wife, of

Special Bargains

three years time Macatawa Bay
lined with

him

the largestand

would be

Lakes, wears a brand new cap highly or- resort in
namented with good braid aud having a

^ Mr. and Mrs.

for Ladled, Misses, and Children,
and also

and Desirable Goods.

and complete and kept fresh by

is full

Absolutely Pure.

dent of the association. He manifested

much surpriseat the marked improvethe prevailingnorth-west wind which
ments that had been made at the Park

land, spent Sunday at

New

-GROCERIES-

POWDER

and best

surf-ba'.hingto any extent, on account of

gilded Chicago

and many

Hats, Bonnets, etc.

Sons,

Our Stock of

before the season of 1888 opens up.

Pilot Pfanstlehl, of the

&

Van Putten

G.

of tne accident.

of the wealthiest

made the water too cool

latest styles of

has been received^at

crew hurried out promptly
and rescued the occupants from the capsized craft. Beyond receivinga good

Lakes, and one

During the past week the

have the

drenching no one suffered in consequence

nished by Squire’s orchestra.

at the present

We

Table Linens,

Station the

wa” was by far the most enjoyableheld

astonishingly

White Goods, Sateens and

in close proximity to the Life Saving

Last Saturday night’shop at the “Otta-

Park, aud

full line of

Millinery Goods.

when the centre board became imbedded
accountsthey must hove had a in a shallow bar, stopping the headway
and overturning the boat. As they were
time.

all

very jolly

v

A

“Two

Brothers” containing a party of young

Caurch went to Macatawa Uark on
Wednesday on the steamer Macatawa.
From

Sunday afternoonon

count of the upsetting of the yacht

ONE DOLLAR FOR ONE YEAR.
.

It is expected that the party

.

Macatawa

Last Thursday night’s hop at

Park

hotel, socially and otherwise,

was a

big success. The music was furnished
by Squires’ Orchestra, of Grand Rapids.
The Queen of the Lakes made a special
trip on tnal evening, and carried a goodly

number

from

of people

Perch fithing has

this city.

at no time this

$500

We

REWARD!

and thousands have been caught daily.
On Mondsy there were one hundred and

Van Duran

one time, to say nothing of those angling
from boats that were anchoredin the lake.
little beauties are

at

which these finny

being caught they will

%soon become extinct.

LIST OF PURSES.

BOOTS,
SHOES,

Lakes and Macatawa entered

of the

five cents for a’l those riding
different Resort

between the

landings. This step was

at the Resorts, but

for a

so long as the larger

the fury bunness was taken

Always have a

We make

away from

became known that a

"skin'’

it

gambler and

a snide

game

In

the

of Custom

Work.

-REPAIRING-

warned

on the grounds

Three doors

at

a

1887.

18

tf.

GRAHAM & MORTON TRANSPORTATION COMPANY.

appliances.
It

now looks

doomed. We

as if the

“bum-boats” were

stated in our last issue one

and a third is Siatoi Hark, St, Juki aoi Chicago,
The elegant new Steamers
within the clutchesof the law for the
second or third time. Sheriff Woltman
determinedto put

a stop

Puritan and Lora

to the illegal traffic in liquor,at the park,

will leave Benton Harbor daily at 1:30
and 8 o’clock p. m., and St. Joseph at 3
feel satisfied that he has the hearty en- and 10 p. m., except Saturdaysat 10 p. m.
dorsement of everyone in the task that he and Sundays at 3 p. m. Sunday’s boats

and he

will stick to it until he

does.

“

mo
125

class-Trotting .....................

tioned

gentleman.He

men-

very forcibly tried

to convince his audience that there was

for transferring baggage. Try this
line.
J. b.

MORTON,
Sec’y act

J.

H.

new

GRAHAM,

Treas.

Prest.

H.

building, opposite

Van Duren

Bros, shoe store, and will sell

goods at a

all

Great Sacrifice in Price

cc

1

order to

make room

for a

complete new stock when

take possession of

my

I

new

store to be built on the corner
of

Eighth and Market

streets.

CALL EARLY

JVC

and uet

HAVANA FILLED

Good Bargains

2.

CONDITIONS.— All races one mile heats, 3 in 5.
at Holland City. Entraucn fee 10 per cent of
purse, of which 6 per cent, closes entries at Plainwell, Monday, July 25th, 9 p. m.: Allegan,Monday. August 1.9 p. m.; Holland, Thursday,August
11, 9 p. m. Five to enter, three to start. Any
horse obtaining a record ai first meeting will not
be barred from same class at any meeting of this
series. National rules govern. The Association
reserves the right to postpone races on account
0! bad weather. Hay, straw and stable room free
to all entries.Each day's races begin at 2 p. m.
Clement, Sc-c’y;J. F. Patter-

0. BREYMAN.
Holland, Mlcb., April 28, 1887.

THE NEW

Steamer Macatawa

sou, Prcs’t.

Alleoan-J. J. Littlejohn,Sec’y: W. R.
Church, Pres't.
Holland — W . H. Rogers, Scc’vjO. E. Yates.
Prca’t.

F. A, HARDY
TRADE

m.

last

SMOKE

Price 5 Gents.

We

at 6 a, m. and 7 and 10 p.
Returning
has undertaken and the good results he will leave Chicago, foot of Wabash Ave.,
has already accomplished.
dally at 9 a. m. 11:80 p, m., except Saturdays and Sundays. Saturday’s boats leave
Religious services were held at Maca- at 7 and 11 :80 p. m. Sunday’s boats leave
tawa Park twice on Sunday last. In the at 10 a. m. and 11 :80 p. m. The new
grove in the morning by Key. Mr. Wes- steamer Puritan waits at Joseph for the
fast train from the north every afternoon.
tervelt and in the afternoon in the Park
Passengers taking the afternoon steamer
hotel parlors by Dr. West. There was will arrive in Chicago by 7 p. m. and save
much dissatisfactionand comment on ac- money over the all rail ronte. No charge

count of the teit chosen by the

1

the Bosnian

.

•'

:3'J

Plainwell-J.

business

tells us that he is

1

OFFICERS.

BETWEEN

was seized for debt. This week one other

abandoned his

A-

east of Post-office.

Hollan, d Mich., April 13,

distance with their clap trap

1

jy BRIGHT

2:40 class ...............................
Purse $125
Frtc-for-Ail............................. •> 125

VAN DUREN BROS.

and “tin horn" gamblers will do well to
keep

50.

Four-year-old class .....................
Purse 3100

Friday, Aug.

escape. Hereafter a

close watch will be kept

4.

Three .Minute class .....................

Neatly and promptly executed.

turned out to assist in capturing the
their

Mies Holly spent
season amidthe whirl of fashion at Saratoga. and takes off its follies, ilirtations, low neck
dressing, pug dogs. etc. , in her inimitable mirthprovokingstyle. The book is profuuly iUutlrated
by Orrea the renowned artist of Puck. Will sell
immensely. Price 02

Friday, Aug. 5.

Thursday, Aug.

I can be found in

the Age. in

Samantha at Saratoga!

Three Minute class .....................
Puree 3100

2

foot-hills

“fakirs” but they had been duly

Humorous Booh of

HOLLAND MICH.

west of the picnic grove. A number

and made good

Richest

b)'
all last

2:50 class-Pacing ...................... '• 100
Free-fur-Al!.............................*• loo

his "capper” were raking In considerable

money with

“

100
100

ALLEGAN, MICH,

There was much indignationexpressed
Macatawa Park last Sunday when

••

Three-year-old and under .............. Puree $ 75
(Onida, Eminence and Bellboy barred).
Four-year-old clas? .....................
Puree 3100
2:40 clues ................................•• 100

a Specialty

DAYS

%

Three minute class .....................
Purse 3100

Thursday, Aug.

60

THE STAR,

Broadway and Park Place, New York.

Friday, July 29.

large assort

ment of Goods on hand.

them.

at

AMrest,

Josiah Allen’s Wife.

small ferry boat

boats carried passengers free; the bulk of

Three-year-old and under .............. Purse $ 75
(Onida, Eminence and Bellboy barred).
Four-year-old...........................
Purse 3100
2:10 class ............................... •* ]00

..

ferry beat to continue running. There is

demand

.....
.

ETC., ETC.,

taken in order to encourage the regular

a constant

.

Thursday, July 28.

For the next

.

TERMS OF THE DAILY STAR TO SUBSCRIBERS.

PLAIN WELL, MICH.

2:50 class-Pacing ......................
Free-Ior-A!l.
..........................

into a ccmpact to charge a ferry rate of

At Washington, Albany.and other news centers, the
correspondent*,specially retained by The Sraa,
the latest newt by telegraph.
It* literary feature* are unsurpassed
The financialand Market Reviews are unusuallyfull
and complete.
ablest

fumUh

Free of Poetageln the United Btateeand Canada, outside the limit* of New York City.
Every Day, for on e year (IncludingSunday),
17.00
DaUy, without Sun day, one year,
.
6.00
Every Day, ilx months,
8.50
Dalit, without Sunday, six months,
,
8.00
Sunday, withoutDally, one year, .
1.60

DEALERS IN

Beginning with Monday last both the
Queen

feature.

Trotting Circuit.

forty-threepeople fishing from the piers at

At the present rate

Thi Dailt Bta* containsall the news of the day in
an attractiveform. Iu specialcorrespondence by
cable from London, Pari*, Berlin, Vienna and Dublin
Is a commendable
’

Allegan and Ottawa

Bros.

!

THE DAILY STAR.

-07 TUE-

season

been better than during the past week,

REMOVAL

1887 HARVEST MEETING 1887

pay the above reward for any case of
liver complaint,dvspepsla,sick headache, indigestion.constipation or costiveness we cannot
core with West’s Vegetable Llyer Pills, when the
directionsare strictlycompiled with. They are
purely vegetable,and never fail to give satisfaction.Large boxes containing 30 sugar coated
pills, 25c. For sale by all druggists. Beware of
counterfeitsand Imitations. The genuine manufactured only by JOHN C. WEST i CO., 862 W.
Madison street, Chicago, III.
will

££

&

Has been

fitted

out in a

first-class

manner and

is

now running

between this city and the Macatawa Resorts.

CO.’S

MARK.

First-class Accommodations for All.

PRISNOIDAL

SPECTACLES
-•

Youth's

Kttn and easy Vision Rostorod.

These glasses are ground on a

PRINCIPLE;whichgives

NEW

the aid the eye

The boat will leave the dock at Holland for the Macatawa
Resorts at 9 a. m., and 1:15 and 6 p. m.; returning
will leave at 11 a. m., and 4 and 7 p. m.

requires without causing any strain or

ynse

of weariness. FOR

C. A.

SALE BY

STEVENSON,

Special trips

made

as desired.

JEWELER,

HOLLAND,

MICH.

P.

DE FEYTER, Master. W.

A.

WILLIAMS, Clerk.

w

Magazines for August.

took with his two daughters. George

ate token of thia nature. Mr.

The Cestdky:— Tbe midsummer holi- Hitchcock, an American artist who has
resided for a number of years in Holland,
day number of The Century opens appro-

Knowltonpur-

of the George Trowbridgefarm last fall,and has

B0^,'

eioce erected a small, but neat and commodious
Clothing
cottage which hcjoccnpica,besides; otherwise
ful article on “The Picturesque Quality of much improving the place, and has established
day adventure, having the piquant title of
Holland,” written strictly from a painter’s hlmaelf as a quiet, peaceful, and industrious citi"Snubbin' Through Jersey,” the object of
point of view; yet he has carefully avoided aen, and has won the well wishes at least of the
which is to report the licidents, mishaps,
commnnity in which he lives.
and delights of a unique vacationtrip in all obscure technical terms, so that the
“ASDRSW.”
article is of much general interest. He
a canal-boat.The Lincoln History is deWest
Olive.
has illustratedhis points with a number
voted to Lincoln’s Cooper Institute speech
Ploughingfor fall grain has commenced.
of striking drawings; among them is one
and other political events of 1850 and
Mr. W. Anys returned last Friday from a visit
of the originalstudies for bis Salon to Grant,
1800, including his Ohio speeches, a care*
picture of 1887, “Tulip Culture,”which
We arc enjoyingfine weather. The nights are
ful resume of the John Brown Raid, to-

has contributed to the Magazinea delight-

priately with an attractive paper of holi-

was awarded an Honorable Mention.
gether with Lincoln’s view of that event;

cool and comfortable.

The dry weather still continues. The

and an account of the split in the Democratic parly of the Democratic party in the

#

making rapid pro- ofo^er611916006*11 iS easilyI)Ut oul
gress toward conclusion^ two important
Greasy food, tough food, sloppy food,
articles, appearingIn the present number, bad cookery, mental worry, late hours,
namely “Opposing Sherman’s Advance to irregular habits, and many other things
which ought not to be, have made the
Atlanta,” by General Joseph E. Johnston,
tofore announced, is

^o'cV

city. Eighth

BB0S8B BB0S"

street.

D-JsSS?!#'R

~Commlnion

Merchant.

PrS““

t^Vi***! CoimntoMon Merchant, and IZ'UITE J., wholesale and retail dealer In fresh

VANDUREN

by Prof. John B. De-

Mr. Editor.— In your

issue of July

23rd you had a piece headed “Forgot

University,Indiana,

SCu°LTErf

p°rlei1

’

M

WAf£MP?R’

Johnsville.

InesB.

D"

^
Keir

it. The News correspondent happeued to get

,

His Child.” In answer thereto, I wish to

f

k

Proprietor of

Thomas, entitled “In- on the north side, lighted by two ebandeto Echo”; and the illustrator Hers of four lamps each. My boy Cor-

vitation

nelius came in at nine o’clock,'tired~of

them

(Ire

away. The defendant in the whisky
much to say, but

case, .Mr. Gokey, does not have

he has a few vile mouthpieces handy that work
vo.untarilyfor him as long as they are kept wet

,bQ.°ctr.

S. & CO., Millinery

5'

te

r

Photographers.

Flm

BW*’ty
K?-

B*at cabinet Photos, made
£er do,!- Views taken outelde on short notice. Eighth street.

D1rUR«i8tflIld Pharmacist;a
°f K00d8 °PPerlalninK to the bus-

’

Ui’.* ^ klndB °r work ,n the photonntrh* nS CI !no cxeciltetlwith care and dis-

V^Galkwv*
PbouSte:

ace hour, from 11

of

'

dealer in Dry Goods.

C0"

««

a.

tom

m.

pUi

»

Phyddan and Surgeon, offlee
kra* 8,orUl Roildencc,Corner
lift1 h» *rnduf ?h ,lrect8' ln ,10»80 formerly oc-

rn.,and>3 to

A.,

River street

lUl*'

KRSf0'nHT;a!^-"0f0^-£*«;

-

SSSSBSSfSP W^d^i^m
TEKETEE

P,Tle‘or8

e.,^cl“,

Physicians.

cuti

The
an^SstS^

verses by Edith M.

*

kI.1i. ‘

permittedto be a silent spectator and listener.
\e will not attempt to describe the gathering for
C
on “The Terms at Vicksburg,”exhibiting give you the facts in the case, substan- it beggars description In spirit aud principle it
his characteristicmagnanimity.
tiated by several citizenswho are far more probably eclipsed any meeting ever held by the
Chicago anarchists.Some very plain hints were
St. ^Nicholas :—Tho number opens true and reliablethan the person who inRiven that your correspondentwas suspected of
with a beautifulfrontispiece, by Mary formed you of the case. Wo have our having an active part In bringing about the arrests,
Hallock Foote, illustrating some bright singing school in Market Street Church nit no one has openly accused us as yet so let

and an interestingletter by General Grant

*,W*J'*

Wc»-

Tho special town meeting held In Olive to decide

°r

First

^
VA?n?Ep{ BB»QE l-

damage done to crops by cattle. could not agree
when Chas. Abel did strike aud maltreat Cbas.
Garbrecht more than he felt able to stand. The
case will bo settled before Justice Stone of

there at an early stage of the meeting, and was

NO, 38 Eighth 81.

& VAN DER VEER,

ooh.nAl'ffh.lffnAth. m0,,,

Progs and Medicines.

8

DePauw

dMl«r In Granite and

D°c

Rank.

a Silent Battle, ”

-

Meat Markets.

ABATES & Kane, drnggl.ts and booksellers
American people a nation of dyspeptics.
the question ol building a town-house,on last
and “Hood’s Invasion of Tennessee,” a
But Green's August Flower has done a
and Rim stS' lrC8l‘ ai^comPlele. Eighth
popular narrative by Colonel Henry wonderful work in reforming this sad Monday, was poorly attended.Seventy-five votes
were cast, thirty-seven for a new town-houseand
Dry Goods and Groceries.
Stone, formerlyot General Thomas’ staff. business and making the American people
thirty-eightagainst the proposition.Olive will
so healthy that they can enloy their meals
Among the memoranda are an annecdote and be happy.
hereafter continue to hold elections and public BE?I®JH’ i dua,er ln Dry Goods. Fancy
l-> Goods, and Furulshlng Goods, Eighth str?o?
meetingsin any place they can secure.
of the campaign of Nashville,entitled
L0?remnbe.r-No haPPine88 without
“General Donaldson’s FortunateMis- health. But Green's August Flower brings
Considerabletalk nas been indulged in on actake,” by R. H. Eddy; “A Reply to Colo- nealth and happiness to the dyspeptic count of the arrestsmade here for sellingwhiskey. Btrcot next to
’ tC” fil*hth
Ask your druggist for a bottle. Sevcnty- It gives our people a chance to show their color
nel Mosby by General Robertson,"in re- nve cents.
either for whisky or against It. The whlskyites
lation to the Confederate cavalry, during
D
s:5 ^»“roT,rl;,'h
held a meeting last Sunday evening at Gokey’s street opp. Union School building
the Gettysburgcampaign; “The Cause of For the Holland City Fews.
hog pen, ’ which was quite an appropriate place
Motte of

N

trle Monumenti,Headstones, Tablets.
Building Work done. Eighth street.

Proprietors!^ &TU‘li5, Krumer*

Cherrieswere almost a failure here. Small
tember part will deal with Lincoln’s nom- nature617’Indige9lIon is a foe to good fruit Is quite abundant aud of fair quality. Grapes
and poachesbid fair to be a large crop.
ination and election,and the mutterings
The human digestive apparatus is one
W ar was declared in Germany one day last week,
of disunion. The Battle Series, as here- or the most complicated and wonderful at least two sons of that land, in adjusting a little

Merchant Tallon.

Marble Works.

_

. Dyspepsiais dreadful. Disorderedliver

Charleston Convention of 1800. The Sep-

*

light

rains of a few weeks ago serve to keep vegetation
alive aud that is about all.

In Brief, and to the Point.

Ip

.toS

Mich.

--

Clothing,

chased his present home consisting of forty acres

5p!m,ma' 0fflc‘5Houre:

Groceries

Hv«Uo5WO,,athlc Physician

S?ueral dealer in

. ^do.G_r?cerle.8uuu groceries, 1'iour
P!°>'r

Cr0Ckt‘ry,UCU>’

.treet, ',elC'

and
“nd Feed
Feed

Saloons.

BKa

c-

icason. Eighth IRUOIVN, IV, Icier

street

1„

,

l|„„ors dmr.

.t,

*n

turns author a littlefarther on in a charmVA^v Goo(uN’r ’ A ^-General Dealers in
dealer in Wines, Liquors, and
ing sketch of Rocky Mountain life, called Playingjou the south side, where there with the proper fluid. The main speaker of the
“"d cast ofCS,yr8ii.5aloon
,n Rirt!‘ 'v7rd,^KrBdoaonr!
City Hall.
an “Idaho Picnic,’’ with more pictures in was no light, lay down on one of thTpews meeting did a great deal of talking,but he is ouo
^proPj«torof the Ph.enix
Second Hand Store.
her characterieticstyle. “A Great Battle aud went to sleep. The singing school of the kind that vents a large amount of wind
and says but little of anything of importance.N'c M.rc1uCnS?e%^h1U8t^;“T1.n'1r.;^U'"'ra!
closes
at
half
past
nine
and
wo
all
went
in a Forest” is the title given to Gen.
RUs?AN’ A,' Proprietor of Second Hand
may as well state in this connectionthat It is
Adam Badeau’saccount of the great battle home, I going (o my shop, not knowing rumored that Dr. Reynolds has taken charge
ETgl.lh
8,0VM’ Tlnw*r“. «"•
and Confederate victory of Chancellors- that my boy was in the church, because of the drug and liquor Hue of Mr. G.’s business,
Watches and Jewelry.
on several occasionsprevious to this he and that hereafter it will be conducted as it should
ville, where Stonewall Jackson received
Fire and Life Insurance.
had staid over night at my sister’s house, be. \\ e hope that the rumor may prove true.
h^flJr0, WQl^hluakt'r- Jeweler,and
his death-wound, and Major Keenan won
,A •1PIr« ni>d Life Insurance and Et^itb etreetgfy '|COll• Cor“cr of
‘H. A. '
immortal fame by his gallant charge. when I was attending singing school.
caiirell*bl8
The “Brownies,” who may be regarded Shortly after we left, he awoke, and findMiscellaneous.
Furniture.
as a perennial serial, go a Ashing and ing everything dark and quiet began to

c:p.,av,K,e^ ter’

^

WES?;«

.”w “

L"’

i

^

ISCAN THESE CLOSELY.

catch everything catching except

cry aud pouud at the

the

him two

measles; and there are verses and pictures

and

in the

August

after he

St. Nicholas.

boys took him part

in

are

forcibly depicted

Lady,”

in,

UDtrae-

in the “Quaker

Be your own physician! A lady who for
years suflered from distressing female
complaints, weaknesses,etc., so common
to her sex, and had despaired of a cure,
finally found remedies which completely
cured her. Any sufferercan use them and
thus cure herself, without the aid of a
physician. Iwo recipes, treatiseand full
directionsfree, Sealed. Address Mrs.
C. Holmes, C58 Broadway, N. Y. (Name
this paper.)

War. Vorst.

CO., Dealers in

Flour Mills.

ffnil

St

’

OMomo

_

The present prospect for ood crops of corn and
buckwheat was never better in this vicinity.
Mrs. Julia O'Malay, who has been visiting

fol-

friends and relativeshere for some time, has rc
turned to her home In Chicago.

Adirondacks which makes one

The

crezy to start for that cool and delightful

rival threshingmachines of Barlow and

Fellows have both been engaged in this vicinity

article in the prohibition

orsevcra.dayKpast. They report the average
fold of grain as light. Fellows will start eastward

department, entUled “Beer and a Baby,”

in a

should be read by everybody,as showing

few days.

Mail Exp. Exp. Mix.

iD

SPiSKSi

.

Grand Junction.
Holland ........
Hotels.

^

-

Imogen Guiuey

writes a

Yale.” Louise
humorous little

essay on

“Bed.” Mrs.

who

one of the principal Onanciai

is

BloomAeld Moore,

backers of the inventor Keely, writes on

”

‘

®“"

La)„rf.yK'l’Kl

'0

"iUt0'U

wl11

New \ork

Ball

Secret

Club,.

and

attack on the methods of the

vigorous

League and

the Associationin reserving, selling and
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ou are feeling depressed, your appeyou are bothered with Headache, you are fldgetty, nervous, and generally out of sorts, and want to brace up.
Brace up, but not with stimulants, spring
medicines, or bitters, which have for their
basis very cheap, bad whisky, and which
stimulate you for au hour, and then leave
you in worse condition than before.
>\ hat you want is an alterative that will
purify your blood, start healthy action of
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honith and
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and
strength.
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INVITED TO DAKOTA.

1 POETICAL APT HAL TO TEND SAFEST.
'Don’t prate about our ojclones, our blizzards,
and our Htonns;don'tweary ua with cheatnuta
on tho way our wind performs ; these yarns
were long ago called in— it's time wo had our
due— it’s time to drop these fairy tales and
give u something new I

highway and take to the tands where Mildred had several times met him to bear
him company at the close of his walk.
It was just sundown when Dick came to
the point where he usually left the road
for the beach, and ‘althoughit was the
olose «f a sultry day in Angnst, tho ocean
appeared unusually eullen, while the sky
looked wild with that strange mixtnre of
thick blackness and fiery redness which we
sometimes see before a terrible storm.
Dick began to think that he was in for a

Come out aod get acquainted; don’t stay at
home and pout ; we only ask inspection to re: move all honest doubt ; we have cattle by the
thousand and corn and hay galore; we could
food the half of Europe and still have plenty wet skin, if for nothing else, and hoped
SOTO.
tbrft Mildred bad not started out. Hardly
Just come and see onr wheat crop, our No. 1 had the hope escaped his thoughts when
hard rod ; of all the favored western states its from his elevatedposition he saw in tho
place is at the head-our famous cattle fading light, perhaps a quarter of a milo
ranches, too, the highest praise command,ami down the shore, the well-remembered
nowhere on this continentis better grazing
girlish figure— Mildred. He quickenedhis
land.
footsteps, and as speedily as possible deWith 'building stone for churches, for schools scended to the beach. It did not take
nd business blocks; with mines of cold and him more than two minutes, but in that
1 gypsum and silver-boaringrocks ; with growing, thriving cities that aro marvels of tho short space of time the stormy twilight
plain: with sturdy western rustlers full of changed to pitchy darkness. It was fearmuscle, grit, and brain.
fully dark— so dark that Dick could not
see the waves, though he conld feel the
To onr educationalsystem we can point with
honest pride; graded schools and coliego surf break at bis feet. Ah! It was a high
buildingsmeet tho eyo on every side: tide, too, and still running in. If it were
churches rise as if by magic, and cultured not that he had seen Mildred he would cerhomes appear, where once the humble shanty tainly now have returned to the roadway;
housed tne sturdy pioneer.
now ho must hasten to her aid. Yet he
—Dakota Boll.

conld not make much headway. He
had to repeatedlydodge the advancing
waters, and it was so dark he could see nothing. When he thought he had walked a
quarter of a mile ho halted and shouted
BY FRANK J. MARTIN,
“Alildred!” But no voice responded to his
call. Again and again he repeated his
Mr. Richard Ryder, attorney at law (with halloo, and, just as he began to think a
la very meaner practice',reclined upon a
terrible calamity bad overtakenbis sweetlounge in his bachelor room, holding an heart, be stumbled over something— a
open letter in his hand. It was a pretty, woman— Alildred.
well-famishedroom in the front of a house
Dick was on his knees in an instant, and
on one of the most fashionable up-town wa=i horrified to find Mildred’s dress and
Streets in New York, and presented such a hair soaking wet. She lay as though dead
oheerful appearance that we might fairly —perhaps she was dead— and yet she conld
anppose that even a bachelor lawyer could hardly have been drowned, though even at
be happy within its limits. Yet Richard that moment a huge wave broke nncomRyder was far from being contented, and fortnbly close to Dick and his lifeless comthe letter in his hand was the cause of his panion.
dissatisfied frame of mind. This is what
Dick Byder was no simpleton; he did not
was written in the letter:
lose his senses, although his heart was sad
“Bed Shell Bat — Monday.
and heavy. His first care was to carry the
I •‘Deabebt Dick It is a long while since I poor girl ns far ns he conld from tho water,
wrote you, but I hope you have uot thought very
and when he had deposited his burden at
til of me. I could not write before,and now it is
almost breakinc my heart I can never be your the foot of the cliff he felt her pnlse and
wife, Dick, for f am going to marry Walter Rock- found it still boating, feebly. Ho chafed
well— and I hate him. Oh, Dick, my love, how her hands and tore away the dress from
can I ever marry that man when my heart is
vours? Yet, I must' I must. Do not acorn me, the slender neck. Then he pnt his ear
Dick, but pity me. Will you come ami see me down to her face and fonnd that she was
once more, dear, before then? If do, comoon breathingfaintly, in short, quick gasps.

ON THE BEACH,

Thursday.

Rich felt that he and Mildred had stayed
Facts Abont .Uts.
long enongh. So he suggested that Mrs.
The
rat is finely equipped for the
Rockwellrest until the afternoon, when he
wonld call for her. He and Mildred drove peculiar life he is ordained to lead. Ho
back to the village— and a very silent drive has strong weapons in the shape of fonr
long and very sharp teeth ; these teeth
it was.
When Dick returned to the cottage fox have a fine edge, the upper working
Mrs. Rockwell she was gone. She had into the lower, so that they meet in the
been driven over to Derbyville and had re- act of gnawing; while the soft part is
turned to New York. Dick and Mildred being worn away tho hard part keeps
never saw her again, nor Walter Rockwell
its chisel-like edge all the time, and at

her daughter to believe
that the one object now to be attained by
her was a rich husband. So when Walter
Rockwell, a wealthy young merchant,
offered his hand in marriage she accepted
his offer. She never loved him — never
pretendedto love him— but then up to that
time she had never loved any one. And
then Dick Ryder, handsome, clever, and
good-hearted,came upon the scene, and
Mildred Trevor loved him and he loved
her. Perhaps if Mildred had been left to
herself and her feelingsin the matter she
would have broken her engagement with
Rockwell and married Dick. But strong
ontside influence was brought to bear upon
her, especiallyby her mother. Mr. Rockwell, too, pressed his salt and tried to
hasten the date for the wedding, while
Dick’s practice grew very slowly. So the
end of it all was the letter which Dick now
held in his hand.
Mr. Ryder conld not make up his mind
that evening as to whether or not it would
be wise for him to go to Red Shell Bay,
md retiredto spend the night in troubled
dreams of Mildred and the Rockwell ogre.
Next morning he was no nearer a solution of the difficulty, but, as 10 o’clock
drew near, he remembered that he had
promised to see his chum, Tom Stevenson,
embark on the Etruria for Europe. He
hurried to the pier and fonnd his friend.
They chatted away amid the bustle and
din around them, and just as the sailors
began to clear the decks of those who
were not passengers Stevensonsaid:
“By the way, Dick, I heard something a
day or two ago of yonr rival, Rockwell. I
heard he was married to an English girl in
London a year or two ago and did not use
her very well. I think there is more truth

when he loosened her dress, and endeavor to cultivate a laugh in the larly if they find their quarters filling
for there was a fragmentof silk thread ateyes, rather than about the lips. The with water.
tached to it.
training is a long and tedious task, but
A gentleman’s house was once inUnconsciously,almost, he looked at the
there are few ordeals too severe for a fested with rats, and he got completely
portrait,—it was Walter Rockwell! He
had completely forgotten the existence of fashionableman or woman to endure, rid of them by catching one of them
such u person during the excitement of the when the goal is good looks.
alive, and covering it with coal tar and
last half honr, bnt even at such a time as
It is almost impossibleto say anything allowing it to return to its hole. At
this the distastefulfact of his engagement, new on tho subject of powders. The another time a trap was set at night in
to Alildred must be forced upon him. best powder is the one that does the
a house where rats were numerous, and
“Well, no matter,” thought Dica, “I must
least harm to the gums and keeps the in the morning the trap was fonnd
save her for him.”
Ten minutes more and Mildred was enamel clean. Wintergreenis safe as sprung, with a long tail inside. Its
being carried back to the cottage on a any polish, but a frequent use of a soft owner had vanished, and perhaps,
hastily improvised stretcher. When they brush and warm water renders much of after relating his narrow escape, and
reached the cottage the man’s wife was in that cleansing powder superflous. how he had lost his beautiful tail, took
waiting with dry clothing and warm drinks. Teeth that are brushed four times aday all his rat friends and left the house
And then, for the first time, Dick saw that will not need a powder more than once forever.
the girl he had fonnd on tho shore vaa not a week. Toothpicks are indispensable,
It has been told by M. de St Pierre
Mildred at all.
and even with them it is often neces- that when the man-of-war Valiant reAnd yet the stranger was so wonderfully
sary to run a thread between the teeth turned from Havana in the year 1766
like Mildred in height and figure, as well as
the shape of her head, that it was no won- to remove any possible accumulation rats increased to such an extent
that they destroyed a hundred weight
der Dick Ryder had been mistaken. The or splinter.
There might be a diminution of den- of biscuit daily. The ship was finally
old lady took absolute charge of the
stranger and Dick, after promising to call tistry bills if those who have teeth smoked between decks and six hampers
in the morning,hurried off to Red Shell would take the trouble to clean them were, for some time, filled every
Bay.
once a month. Five cents worth of .lay with ruts that hod thus been
Early in the morning he was up to tho
pumice stone will cover a year, and Allied.
Trevors’ cottage,where he fonnd Mildred
nothing more than a match is needed
When the atmospheric pumps were
perfectly well, and wondering why ho had
not been to see her on tho previous even- to start with. Dip the pine in the in use at the terminus of tho Corydon
ing. Of course he had to narrate his ad- stone and rub above and between tho Railway hundreds of rats lost their lives
venture, which be did with much modesty, teeth till all trace of mineral accumu- there in this way : At night they used
(not mentioning tho kisa ho had bestowed lation has been removed. The inside to get into the large exhausting tube id
upon the stranger.)
surface must be cleaned separately, lick tho grease off the leather valve.
Mildred insisted upon accompanyinghim and the task finished by rubbing the
As soon as the pump was put in order
to the cottage,and together they set out
face and crown of the tooth with a soft to work for the early train, out these
in a carriage which Dick had in waiting.
They learned that the girl had quite re- handkerchief dipped in tho powder. rats were sucked.
Tho rat, though naturally a savage
covered from the effects of her mishap, and Unless the operation is modf habitual
half an honr after their ni rival she appeared it will consume the best part of an hour creature, is capable of being tamed and
than fiction in the report, too.”
on the porch in a bright-dress that Mildred to produce any good effects.— Drier made obedient to tho will of man.
“Step off the gangway, sir," said one of had brought for her use. The two girls Ocean.
Some of tho Japanese tame rats and
the ship’s officers to Dick, giving that were so much alike that they would easily
teach them to perform many tricks;
Rotten
Row.
young man a gentle shove on the pier.
have passed for twin sisters’. The stranger
then they exhibit hem.
But Dick was aroused by bis friend’s re- spoke first:
Hyde Park, with the adjoining Kenmark, and, at the risk of being noticed by
“Air— Air—” (“Ryder,” suggested Dick,) sington Gardens, is a very large enThe Wretched Patagonian.
the crowd, shouted -“Stevensonl-Tom!'’ “Air. Ryder, how can
thank you? closure with drives, grassy lawns, and
There is a general impression that
Mr. Stevenson appeared at tho side of I came down from New York on tho
fine trees, and with n pretty river runthe steamer. “Try and learn all you can of night train, and yesterday morning started
tho Patagonian is a giant. I never saw
ning
through it. Near Hyde Park Corthat maUer. Tom, for God’s sake, and tele- out to walk from Derbyville station to Red
ono over 5 feet 10 inches in height, and
ner, where we enter, are some maggraph mo.”
Shell Bay. I thought that I could easily
most of them were much shorter, and
“All right,” replied Stevenson. “Is it so walk ten miles, but I lost my way, and, as nificent residences, among which is
on tho average stunted. The females
bad as that? Well, good-bye, old fellow, yon know, by sunset I was still ’some dis- Apsley House, belonging to tho Duke
have a muscular development equal to
11 not forget. But Dick was too much tance from my destination. I was so weary of Wellington. One of the roads in
engrossedin his own thoughts to bid his and so frightened when the thick darkness Hyde Park is called Rotten Row, and the males, and it is sometimes difficnlt
friend “good-bye”orwish him bon royaae. gathered with such rapidity that, when is devoted entirely to horseback riding. to distinguish between the sexes, owing
to the masculine appearance of the
One thing Dick Ryder was resolved upon. that fearfnl flash of lightning came, folThere is nothing decayed about this
He would go down to Red Shell Bay, and lowed by the heavy thunder, I fainted.
gentler sex, the women in most cosed
Row, and it is said that the place used
he would start that very evening.
Then I felt the water rushing over me and
sporting an incipient mustache and
Red Shell Bay is an out-of-the-way, I recoveredsufficientlyto drag myself a to he called Route du Roi, the Road of beard, which on the male never grows
quiet little summer resort on the New En- little higher up the beach. After that I the King, and it has graduallybeen
very luxuriantly.
gland coast. Besides the one small hotel fainted again and knew no more nntit I corrupted into Rotten Row.
Both sexes dress alike. Bleak and
there are perhaps a dozen collages— alto- awoke this morning. I must have been a
There are many proper names which
cold
as tho climate is at the best of
gether too insignificanta place for the great deal of trouble to yon, and I cannot the English people pronounce very
times, the usual dress consists of the
railroad to include along its line. So the thank yon properly.”
differently from the way in which they
Iron Horse passad Bed Shell Bay full ten
Dick mnrmnred something about “a are spelled; St. John, for instance, is okin of some wild animal loosely
miles to the westward, and communication pleasure,” etc., etc.
wrapped around the body. Little chilpronounced Singe*on, Beauchamp is
with New York and Boston is kept up by
“By the way,” resumed the young lady,
dren can be seen ranning naked over
means of a steamer which, during the sum- “I have missed a miniature pain'ing which Beeoham ; and when they wish to men- the snow, their well-oiledbrown skin
mer months, makes bi-weekly trips.
I value highly. I thought it just possible tion the name Cholmondeley,they say apparentlyimpervious to the biting
This was Wednesday, and the steamer that yon might have fonnd it— a portrait Clmmley, while Sevenoaks has become
winds. Those savages wandering to the
toft New York Tuesdays and Fridays, so, of my husband.”
Snooks.
Chilean settlement of Pnnta Arenas
If Dick would be at Red Sheii Bay on
Dick was astonished, bat admirablysapFrom twelve to two o’clock we may
Thursday he must take the train to Derby- pressed his surprise.Nay, more, he wur ace Rotten Row filled with lady and (Sandy Point) have often been presented the various articles of clothing,
fille and walk or drive the additionalten even capable of 'concoctinga small
gentlemen riders, trotting or galloping
miles. “Well,” thought he, “I have often scheme.
but as a rule the aborigine discards
up
and
down.
Bnt
the finest sight of
walked it before, and I think I can do it
“I did," said he, “accidentally take this
shirts and trousers upon the first opporonce more; I can walk over early in the miniaturefrom yon last night. It is an Hyde Park begins about five o'clock tunity.— Nah Francisco Chronicle.
morning.”
exquisite little thing— you will not mind in the afternoon,when the carriageslof
However Dick missed the night train, Miss Trevor seeing it?” and he passed the the nobility and gentry fill the long
The Beer of the Bible.
and the train that left New York on Thurs- trinketto Alildred.
drive on the south side of the Park.
In a book entitled “The Beer of the
day morning did not bring him io DerbvAnd now Dick thought he was abont to There is no place in the world where
Bible,” the author undertakes to prove
wille until 6 o’clock in the afternoon. have another fainting girl on Jiis hands, we can see so many fine horses and
that
the leaven which the Israelites
Meanwhile be had telegraphed to Miss bat Mildred’s pride carried her through. carriages, so mnch fashion, so much
Trevor—
She quietly admired the miniature and wealth, and so much aristocracy,in a carried out of Egypt with them was an
Egyptian beer called “booza,” This
•will walk over from DerbyvilleThursday handed it (o its owner.
evening. Try and meet me at the old p ace."
“I am lately from England,”explained comparatively small space, as in Hyde discoveryis more important than at
The Derbyville road lay for more than the stranger,“and learning(bat my hus- Park, between five and seven o’clock in first thought it appears to be, for now it
(wo miles along the top of the cliffsbefore band .was at Red Shell Bay, I thought I the afternoon, daring what is called Is easily understood why the Egyptian
It entered the seaside village of Red Shell would take him bv surprise.His name is the “London season.”— Frank R.
hosts took to water. The Israelites
Day. Dick had been wimt to leave the Rockwtll.*
Stockton, in St. Nicholas.
had run off with all the beer.
1

by the Ohio Democracy on
the Second Ballot.

The Other Nominees

of

the

Con-

same time the teeth are constantly
vention-Text of the PlatThat evening, which was quiet and fair,
Dick and Alildred strolled along the sands. growing up from the bottom, so that
form Adopted.
Very near to the spot where he found as they wear away a fresh supply is
Airs. Rockwell Dick whisperedto his love: ready. Should ono of these teeth be
“You will not let any one else come be- removed, tho opposite tooth will conThe Ohio Democratic State Convention
tween us, will you, dear?”
tinue to grow, and there being nothing
assembled at Cleveland on Thursday,July
For an answer Mildred kissed him. to wear it away, it will project from
21. There was no temporary organizaNothing was then or since said of the
the month and be turned upon itself, tion, and Hon. George E. Seney, of Tiffin,
letter which had troubled Dick. Arm in
arm they strolled back along the shore, and if it be an under tooth it will grow at once took his place as permanent Chairand they have walked, arm in arm, along so long as to penetrate the skull.
man.
There are curious facts connected
the sands of Time, ever since.
In his speech Mr. Seney said there were
with the habits of tho rat which warCare of Teeth.
no
quarrels in the Democratic party.
rant a close observationof them on the
A mouthful of good teeth te one of the part of those who may have the oppor- Every Democrat seemed to know who
rare gifts of nature. Like bright eyes, tunity. A lady at one time missed
would be his candidatein 1888, and all
pink-moonedfinger nails, or a fine com- several eggs from her store closet, and were satisfied.[Applause.] He euloplexion, they indicatethe bequests of naturallyconcluded that they had been
gized ex- Senator Thurman, saying he
heredity, good digestion and a whole- stolen by the servant. She questioned
some stomach. A wealth of dentine is the girl, who denied any knowledge of would have honored the office of Govnot ns highly prized as formerly, owing the eggs, which continued to disappear ernor. After speaking of the various
to the remarkable progress made in in the same mysterious manner, when candidates for Governor, he said all
dentistry within tho last quarter of o one day tho thief was unexpectedly dis- was not harmony in the Republicentury.
covered. The lady observed one morn- can party. Every tomahawk and scalpMolar-menders think nothing of work- ing, on entering her storeroom,a ing-knife, he declared,was sharpened for
ing a chevnl-de-frise
sort of a sot of singularsight A little rat was upon the fight at Toledo next week. His referteeth into a double row of most present- his back upon tho floor and hugging an ence to the Presidential contest between
Blaiue and Sherman was applauded. Ho
able ivories, and the skill with which egg, while a larger rat was hauling him
china teeth aro made to duplicate nat- round by the tail. In this way, un- charged that GovernorForaW's administration had been permeated by a desire to
ure is sufficient to keep the genuine doubtedly,all the missing eggs had
promote the interests of the Republican
articles under a constant ban of suspic- been carried away.
party rather than the interestsof the peoion. All these facts were doubtless
Rats have two motions of the jaw in ple. Referring to Cleveland's administraknown to tho fashionable mother who biting. The first is soft and delicate, tion, he said that so well had its power
prayed for “just good eyes and a fine and tho teeth just scratch the object been used that now it has little, if any,
complexion” for her little daughter. they have hold of. Then follows a opposition except from those who expect
Eyes and skin from nature, and art can quick, powerful action of the jaw, and to ask favors from the Republican party.
manage the rest, at least to the satis- the slender teeth sink up to the gums About civil-service reform he said:
all Democrats give the administration
faction of the modern beauty.
and stay there. This bite is dangerous. a While
hearty support, there aro uiauy who would
In remodeling teeth, everything fails If the teeth have gone deeply into
feel better satiatied if all the Kepublicaus rebefore the final surrender to a false set. one’s hand it is well to suck the wound. maining in office were promptly turned out and
places fllled by Democrats.As to this
When they overlap space has to be This seems to keep the swellingdown, their
feature of the situation the resolves of thia conmade at the sacrifice often of good ma- but always a good deal of pain follows. vention ought uot to bo uncertainin meaning or
Bound. If wo believe that Democrats instead of
terial, and when, by accident, a tooth is There is no harm in the bite of a wellKepnbllcana should assist a Democratic Presiwanted, the gap is filled by spacing the fed rat. A frightenedrat will fight if dent in tho administration
of the government,
whole roiv.
cornered, and viciously, too. The way let us have the courageof our convictions, and

Alildred’s neck

.

I

He Is Nominatedlfor Governor

the

“Mildred."
It was an embarrassing situation.
In the color of teeth, almost as much to grab rats so that they cannot bite is
was now Tuesday evening, and Dick The night so dark that he could not sec variety exists as in hair and eyes. to seize them with a strong grip just
Wondered what good conld come of another the senseless girl at his feet. On one side
Some teeth are naturallygray, yellow- back of the neck. They will howl like
visit to his love. Dick Ryder was a good- the high cliffs and on the other the sea runhearted fellow, and loved Mildred Frevor ning in on a high tide, threatening to cut ish, or bluish in cast, and to try to whi- stuck pigs, bnt cannot get away, and
ten them is time wasted. The only are entirely under control.
dearly, but he felt a little sore over the con- off retreat by way of the beach.
tents of her letter. He was pretty well acThere was only one chance and he would solace lies in keeping them clean and
Rats have a fine scent for finding out
quainted with the circumstances which led take it. He must hnrry back to the path- straight. It is immaterial to any one where there is anything nice to eat, and
up to this decision of Mildred’s.The way by which ho bad descended from the with a moustache or a very long upper it has often been a subject of wonder
Frevors had been rich and had raised their road and secure help from the cottage lip, whether he has any front teeth or
how they manage to get on board ships
only daughter amid all the luxury and re- which he knew tb be a few rods back from
not. WTith ladies or beardless men, laden with sugar and other attractive
finement which wealth conld coipmand. the cliff at that point.
especially those who laugh mnch with cargoes, bnt the mystery has been
Two years before our story opens, howHe kissed the cold, wet lips, and started
ever, Air. Trevor had died, leaving his wife off. In ten minntes he was at the cottage. the lips, a remedy is sought among the solved, for they have been seen to come
and daughter ranch poorer than ought to While waiting for the man he found there Del s’ Arte people. Those refinersof off shore to the ship by means of the
have been the case.
to light a lantern, he noticed that his hand nature attempt,and with success, too, to rope which moored her. to the wharf.
Mildred herself loved wealth and af- held a miniature portrait in a setting of cultivate a very low voice in speaking, By the same means they will leave the
fluence, but her mother mnch more so. diamonds. He must have torn it from forbid the license of heated discussion, ship when she gets into port, particulatter had led

E. POWELL,

either.
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THOMAS
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here, now, so declare. If it bo the civil service
law that keeps Ilepublicans In and Democrats
out of tho public service let us strike boldly and
hiRb, and demand of our party representatives
at Washington, in the Senate and House, to labor and vote for tho immediateand unconditional repeal of the law.

The Committee on Resolutionsreported
the following platform:

The Democratic party of Ohio, in convention
assembled,proclaimsits hvorty and unqualified
indorsement of the honest,patriotic, and eco:
nomical administration of PresidentCleveland!
We demand such judiciousreductionof the
presentburdensometarilfs as shall result in
producinga revenue sufficientonly to meet the
expenses of an economical admiustrationof
government, tho payment of liberal pensions to
Union soldiers and sailors,and tho payment of
the interestand the principalof tne public
debt; and, if necessary, we favor such reduction of internal revenue, except on liquors,
will preventtho accumulation of a surplus in
tho national treasury. And we denounce any
attempt to abolish the tax on liquors for tha
purpose of keeping up the present unjust, unequal, and onerous t&riif system.
We call attoutiun to and affirm as sound doctrine and policy the followingemphatic
patrioticlanguage of President Cleveland:
“Our public domain is our nationalwealth, tho
earnest of our growth, and heritage of our people. It should promise limitless development
and riches, relief to a crowding population,
and homes to thrift and industry. These inestimable.advantages should be jealously
guarded, and a carefuland enlightenedpolicy
on the part of tho Government should secure

M

thorn to the people."
We demand that all lands of the Government
be held for actual settlers wno are citizens of
the Unite! States, and for those who declare
their intention to become such.
We are in hearty sympathy with all people
struggling to free themselves from the environments of despotism, and especiallydoes the
long and gallant struggleof Ireland for the
priceless boon of home rule and the rights of

manhood evoke our warmest applause and
commend our heartiest goo! wishes for speedy
access.
Labor, being the chief factor and great conservator of free and liberal institutions,should
enjoy its full share of the common benefits derived therefrom ; therefore, wo favor such restraints of the centralization
and encroachment of corporatepower as will bring the best
possible protection to honest labor and at the
samo time conserve the interests of honestly
employed capital.
We iavor such legislationon the question of
immigration as will prevent tho landing, for
permanent residence, of aliens who are not
willing to declare their intention of becoming
citizens of the United States, We declare oar
opposition to tho importation of contract labor,
and we demand sjieedy punishment of all per.
sons inciting to riot and revolutionagainst republican institutions.
We denounce tho present Republican State
administrationas weak, partisan, and unbustneBS-like ; we call upon the people of Ohio to
turn out of power a ntate Governmentwhole
only apparent mission ia to augment expenses, multiply offices,create deficiencies,
and increase taxation, with the bankruptcy of the treasuryaa the ultimate remit.
We denounce tho late Republican Legislature
for its cowardly and hypocritical alliance
throagh intrigue with the Republican Board of
Works and Republican Attorney General In a
scheme whereby millionsof dollars’ worth of
tho propertyof the State Is to be transferred to
corporations interested in creating a monopoly
of transportation, without the State or the people thereof receiving any benefit therefrom.
We demand the fullest safeguards for the
ballot-box, the punishment of all who ae<ek to
corrupt it, aud the enactment of a law making
it a felony for corporations, capitalists,and employers to Intimidate or attempt to control the
politicalaction of their employes.
We favor Pome rule in the management and
control of municipal affairs, and denounce the
partisan acta passed by the late Republican
Legislatureto subservethe interests of scheming politicians ; and we demand the repeal of
all laws which deprive the electors of the exercise of their constitutional privileges.
The commercialand industrial Interests of
the State require that equal use of all
transportationfacilities be seenred to all

on

equal terms, and

favoritism

by common

we demand that
carriers

and

the

employmentof corporatefranchises to foster
monopolies and oppress the people be prohibited by law, and that pools, combinations,trusts,
or conspiracies to corner or forestallthe market
and to fetter or crash free competitionbe suppressedby legislation.
We declare in favor of a proper regulation of
the liquor traffic, and believeit to be the duty
of all good citizens to aid in reducing to a
minimum the evils resulting therefrom,and to
this end favor the submissionof an amendment
to the oonstitntion providing for the license of

such traffic.
Tbe^platformwas adopted withouta dissent-

dominations for Governor were then called
for. James E. Meal nominatedCongressman
James K. Campbell Charles W. Baker, of
Cincinnati,named
named Thomas £.
E. Powell Congressman Martin
*' .A.
A. Foran was
waa named
named.by B.
M. Heisley. The
fol« ballotingresulted as
i

lows: Total
Total vote,
VOte.^eW;
668; Powell,
Powell. 831;
Campbell. 861; Foran, 68. The second ballot resulted in Powell’s nom-

ination for Governor. The vote was : Powell,
850H ; Camp ell, 261!* ; Foran, 66. The following nominations were then made: D. C. Coolman, Lieutenant Governor; L. R. Crltohfleld,
Supreme Court Judge (long term); Virgil P.
Kline, Supreme Ooun Judge (shortterm):Rmil

Xlessewetter,Auditor: George W. Harper,
State Treasurer;W. H. Leet, Attorney General^Peter J. Murpby, member Board Public

„

JOLLY N1GTHS 0 THE TAVERN.

agent or me German Baptist Pub“Cation Society,Cleveland, Ohio, Mr. H.
A Fanyras Fiddling Match Which Lasted Schulte, writes: “We keep St. Jacobs Oil
Till Daybreak— Dancing on Eggs.
on band, and consider it most valuable in
A tradition of the tavern if the story case of burns, scalds, etc.” Use according
to directions.
°
of the fiddling match there in the winter of 1831 between Artemns Lester,
He Knew the World.

____

of

Canterbury Green,
Brown, of Hebron, says a

and Henry

New York Commercial Advertiser,
describing a New England hostelry.
They were rival country dancing masters, and each had sworn to outfiddle
the other. It was 1 o’clock in the
morning when the two were placed side
by side, with just room enough to draw
their bows in between them. Both had
been “flipped” to repletion. The tunes
were selected by the landlord, and
neither man was allowed to stop playing for more than a minute. Long before daybreak the players were so overcome with cider and fatigue that they
fell asleep in their chairs, but, so the
story goes, still kept fiddling on. The
audience retired one by one, leaving
them alone. Next morning at 10
o’clock the Hebron champion was found
quietly slumbering on the floor. Lester was still franticallysawing off a
Virginiareel and shouting in his sleep :
“Sashay out; form a line and balance
and left!”
Some old frequenters of the tavern
still recall the egg-dance, which was
right

given there forty years ago. This novelty was announced to follow a grand
ball, and it drew a crowd. Henry Cottrell, the famous practical joker of Norwich, was to produce a man w’ho would
dance an Irish jig on a floor of eggs
without breaking them. “Old Hazen,”
accompanied by his son on a yellow
clarionet, had tired out the dancers by
midnight. A huge box, filled to the
brim with eggs packed on end in hard
sand, was placed oh the floor, and in

stalked

Henry Maynard, a young

Franklin farmer, a perfect specimen of
an old-time jig dancer, who had frequently boasted that his stop was so
light that he could dance on eggs with-

out breaking them.

Aspiring Politician—“Seems to me
are not paying as much attention
to public affairs as you might”
Able Editor— “How so?”
A. P.— “ You don’t write on the great
political issues or the labor question,or
things like that any more.”
“A. E.— “Well, I’ve got an editorial
for to-morrow characterizing you as a

writer in the

you

blatant demagogue
cal dead-beat ”

and

plotting politi-

A. P.— “Thank you, my dear friend,
thank you, I wouldn't like to bo lost
sight

oV'-Tid-Bvh.
Summer

Excursions.

At all principal railroad ticket officeswill bo
found on sale, at low rates, during the tourist
season, round-triptickets,via the Burlington
Route, C. B. &Q. R R, toPorUand, tit Paul,
Minneapolis,and all principalresorts in tho

Northwest; and also to Denver, Colorado
Springs, and Pueblo, CoL In addition,the
BurlingtonRoute runs at frequent dates in
each month excursions to Han Francisco,Los
Angeles,and ban Diego. When ready to start,
call on your nearestticket agent, or address
Paul Morton, General Passengerand Ticket
Agent C., R A Q. R R, Chicago, DL

Mensman’hPeptonized Beef Tonic, tho only
preparationof beef containingits entire nutritious properties. It contains blood-making,
force-generating, and life- sustainingproperties; invaluable for indigestion,
dyspepsia,
nervous prostration, and all forms or general
debility; also in all enfeebled conditions,
whether the work of exhaustion,nervous prostration, overwork, or acute disease, particularly if resulting from pulmonary complaints.
Hazard, Hazard A Ca, proprietors, Now York.

INVALIDS’ HOTELeSURGICAL INSTITUTE
No. 663 Main Street,

And exclusively devoted to the treatment of all Chronic Diseases.
This Imposing Establishmentwas designed and erected to nccominodnto tho large number of invalids who visit Buffalo from

Piso’s Remedy for Catarrh Is agreeable to
It Is not a liquid or a snuff. 60c.

use.

Warm Weather

JNOI

Maynard needed no second

bidding.
Intoxicatedwith his triumph, he again
Sarsaparilla
renewed his feats on the floor with a Sold by all druggists.H ; six for *5. Prepared
dexterity marvelous to witness. At only by C. L HOOD A CO., Lowell, Mass.
100 Doses One Dollar.
length he alighted on the eggs. They
crashed under him, his feet slipped,
and he sank in the deluge of golden
yelks. The eggs were well beaten before he could be rescued,and when at
last he was set upon his feet, his crestfallen appearance raised a laugh that
echoes still in Norwich. During the
intermission Cottrell had had Maynard’s china eggs replaced by speci- For the cure of all disordersof the Stomach, Liver,
Bowels, Kidneys. Bladder,Nervous Diseases,Lom of
mens of the genuine article.
Appetite, Headache, Constipation,CosUveness, Indi-

Hood’s

_

RADWAY’S

many chronic
withol,t.a8with a personal con™
n ill 1° ^ we<
al waJ'a fflad to see our patients, and
8hQy them our institutions,and
familiarize them with our system of treatment, yet wo have not
seen one person in five hundred whom we have cured. The pt?toct accuracy with which scientists arc enabled to deduw the
most minute particularsin their several departments, appears
‘i™,'1™ 11 ln ‘ho fight of to «rly5£2
,

are dome-shaped mounds

p——

I

that their presence is not expected until the damage is done. They usually
tunnel into anv object which they attack, often reducing it to a mere shell
In this way they have been known to
ascend within the leg of a table, devour the contentsof a box upon it, and
descend through a tunnel bored in another leg, all in one night An officer
of the English armv while calling upon

some ladies in Ceylon was startled by
a rumbling sound. The ladies started
with affright, and the next instant they

stood with only the sky above them

the Year

equal proportions.— A

vto:
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Diseases of

o*uuujjuiubu umuinu uiacuacH in me sucoossful treatmentof which our specialists have
attainedgroat success. Many of tho diseases
affecting Die liver and other organs contributingin their funotlnnftrn rhn nrrwiaanf HitrAaf
*’**«•«?
||

Si?

of Rupture.

maladies, and treatment is employeddirectedto tho removal of a
disease which does not exist Our Complete Treat too on Diseases

»»

portSoatampi **

I
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86111 ^ any &d(lreM on r®06*?1 of

BBIOHT>8 DISEASE. DIABETES,

ran

I
I

&ttoo5n!rfo?eisstS sSto

and

fmeea

tw“,Jr

fliEiicAin

Diseases.|

Your friend forever,

WILLIAM NOONAN,
Blanchard, Mich.

an cents perbox. Bold by aU druggist*.
MXHTIOW THU fAFIB w— wain— i» s»vn«

Price,

PENSIONS

BiPSISI

PATENTS

| Caution. I

SisSS-M

OPIUM
MENTION ran tm

LADY ABEirS0*1
permanent
employment
at fSO to $100 par
_____
months
*
month' Helling QueenCltjSnp..porton
rtera. _ Sample
___________
outfit free.
^Address Cindanatl Suspender
11

E.

Ninth Hi- Cincinnati, 0.
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^

each caao by a chemical and microscopical examination of the
urine, and then adapt our medicines to tho exact stage of tho diaease and condition of our
^

patient.

|
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PAD.
li p rened l*to heavy sole leatheron underside.
Hretenu a imooth i,nc lurfaoe.Always eool. Never
wrinklea. DIM does not stick to It. Kaar cleaned. If
^,rtw ,or€ how won,d f°u Hie a scabby,

Zlno

oonrtltiUod a lc«tog brao^,?ur0pnictl<SIMtK InvSda^HotS
and Surgical Institute,and, being in constant receipt of numerous
inquiries foraoomplcto work on tho nature and curability of these
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pages) on these diseases sent sealed
in plain envelope, secure from observation, on receipt of only tm
cents, in stamps,for postage.

I

I SUBGICA!

|

THE BLAD. OurspedAlJtoremove ntu.ct from to
the
dladdeb.
Proatate Gland. Re-

^thCT^mrin^WInS

^

““

kindred affections, Uterus are arrested In growth and cured by electrolysis,couplet

our specialistshave achieved ext^rtln^-

Stricturl

NERVOUS
n. ......
C.N.U.

-

S JMeSS
-

SS.’SE^v^

«

tured Perineum, been alike gratifyingboth to ourselvesand oui
N °t less »o ha^'o been tbercsuhsof numerousoperation
for Stricture of the CervicalCanal, a condition in the female geo
erally
resulting
in Barrenness,or Sterility, and the cure of which
®f in^romcnul^nt2^ hands
5* »fo «nd painless operation, removes this commonestof im
urinaryastute, aether eomplfSn^anmwSySnmffus^ pediments to tne bearing of offspring.
relief and cure. That no case of this class is too alffleultfor the
A Complete Treatise on any one or the above maladieswill tx
sent on receipt of ten cents in stamps.

street,

WHEN

—

A Complete Treatise030

1

hy

^

Intrust this class of casw to physiciansof small experienoo Is a
dangerous proceeding. Many a man has been ruined for life by so
doing, while thousands annually lose their lives through unskillful
treatment. Send particulars of your case and ten cents in stamps
for a large, illustratedtreaties containingmany testimonials. 1
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sent to any address on receipt of ten cents
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Cured at Hone.

I
1 Success. |

GOLUB

Offer «

poioM.g- Many who suffer from these terrible
disuses contractthem innqoently. Why any medical man, intent

I
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Lowell, Mass., writes: “I was taken with
« crick in the neck and suffered agony. St
Jacobs Oil cured me.” For sale by druggists and dealers.
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a’curefor this

Bound.

W. Mevib, 28 Rock

I

|
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Mr. J.
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Treatiseon Consumption, Laryngitisand Bronchitis

price, post-paid, ten cents. (2) A Treatise on Asthma, or Phthisic

Doravllle.Qa.

were distributedaccordingto the sexes
exist in about

_

111.
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men and women would be found

^

OF SUCCESS.
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T^roatandLung Disease, which^givimuS^^

Dyspepsia of Long Standing Cured.
Da. Radwat-I have for years been troubled with
----— '•--plaint ........

!

As Manj Women as Men.
There are atill a few theorists who
justify polygamy on the ground that
more women are bom into the world
than men, bnt the theory has long been
exploded. August Bebel, in his remarkable work, * recently translated
into English, shows that in ten states,
with a population of 250,000,000, the
excess of females over males was only
2,500,000; and when we remember the
oxtent to whioh men outnumber women
in the colonies, and the fact that in
India there are 6,000,000 more men
than women, the natural inference is
that if the inhabitants of the earth

115

!

ton1^^

;

~

t ^vmhcl',&ooilto..at^or;l™l< ,
v... Pierce, M. D. Id

1 The treatmentof Diseases of the

myvymsmKummyyvmk,U Willi
tho i jntom to contractdiseases.

leaving them miraculously unharmed
The ants had made their way up
through the beams, hollowing them
out until a great part of the framework was ready to fall at theslighest
shock.— CAar/es Frederick Holder, in
St. Nicholas.

‘

ff^do the Judgment

P.a*Hu.^e* «and Lunas, such os
Nisu, Throat Chronic
Nasal Catarrh, Lnryngltls,
Bronchitis, Asthma, and
AND
Consumption, bom through correand at our Institutions, oonstiLum Diseases. spondence
tutes an important specialty.

Physician Saya of Radway’s Pills.
lam using your R. R. Relief and your Regulating
Pills, and have recommended them above all pills,
and sell a great many of them. I have them on band
alwava,and use them in my practiceand in my own
family, and expect to, in preference of all Pills.
Yours respectfully,
DR. A. C. MIDDLEBROOK,

the roof had fallen in and lay all about,

4

zv7i,-

the nature of

*

OUR

What a

life.

1

tS

HENRY KENWORTH,

Chebanse, Iroquoia County,

-

"i:mr?abl0
dfs^^
S,nr^

Safe

have been enabled to originateand perfect a system of determining,with the greatestaccuracy,
the nature of chronic diseases, without seeing aud personally

often
warded off sicknessin my family.I never think it
safe to be without them ; they are a fine, auro medicine. Moat respectfully
yours.

often

eighteen feet high. These insects
erect pyramids one thousand times
higher than themselves ! The ants on
their travels so conceal their approach

_

weather has become so thoroughly familiar with
clomen£ of nature that bo am accurately
movements. Ho can sit in Washington and foretell
what the weather will bo in Florida or New York ns well as if
uovcral hundred miles did not Intervene between him andtho
places named. And so in nil departments of modern science
lyhat to required la the knowledge of certain
I QlCHG AC
")m HV*0 •ofonttots deduce accurate conI ulnNS Or I elusions regardless of distance. So, also, in mcdlI ninp.Ai* I « 8cicnce‘ diseases have certain unmistakable
I D SEISE. I S*n8Yor syraPjoms,and by reason of this fact, wo
clerk of tho

A FINE, SURE MEDICINE.
RadwaV A Co.-Gentlemen: Your Pills have

DYSPEPSIA.
DR. RADWAY'S PILLS are

The most dreaded insect invader is
the white ant. In Africa, their houses

nrrrrrt

predict their

gestion.Biliousness.Fever, Inflammationof the
Bowels, Kies, jmd all derangementsof the internal
viscera. Purely vegetable,containing no mercury,
minerals,or deleteriousdrugs.

Bored by Ants.

examiningour patients. In recognizing diseases without
personal examinationof tho patient, wo claim to twase* n!

^

PILLS,

„

ALWAYS NECESSARY TO SEE PATIENTS.

8y8tcra of, diagnosis, we can treat

diseases arising from impure blood are liable to

appear. To gain strength, to overcome disease,
of applause. It was a splendid achieve- and to purify, vitalize, and enrich the blood,
ment, said every one, and, as the box take Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which is peculiarly
of eggs was dragged from the room, adapted to the needs of the body at this season.
murmurs of dissatisfaction were heard.
••Whon I took Hood’s Sarsaparilla that heavi“Goon! go on !” echoed from all parts ness in my stomach left; the dullnessin my
of the great room. Cottrell speedily head and the gloomy,despondent feeling disapordered the egg-box in again, and told peared. I began to got stronger,my blood
gained better circulation, the coldness in my
the dancer that the people insisted hands and feet left me, and my kidneys do not
upon a repetition of the performance. bother me as before."— G, W. Hull, Attorneyat-Law, Millersburg, 0.

Zinc Collar Pads for Horses.

i

A FULL STAFF OF EIGHTEEN PHYSICIANS AND SURGEONS,

R. W. TANSILL k 00., CHICAGOi
Our frequent orders during the past five
years attest the merits of your “Tansill’s
Punch” 5-cent cigar. Wintkb A Cushino,
Druggists,Princeton,III

He began his

This is not in advertising paper, but for the
good of horses we take pleasure in saying
that, after many conversationswith horsemen, and seeing many certificates of veterinary surgeons and others, we believe that for
curing and preventing sores on horses there
has been no bettor invention than the Boss
zinc and leather collar pads, patented, manufactured, and sold by Dexter Curtis, of Madison, Wis., who was superintendent of the department of horses at the World’s New Orleans Exposition.—from the Humane Society
Journal,U0ur Dumb Animals."

with

Bold by druggists.

of the

idle one. Finally he retired amid roars

N. Y.

Not a Hospital, but a pleasant Remedial Home, organized

music, and
continued amid the plaudits of the
Often causes extreme tired feeling and debility,
crowd, now on the eggs and now on
and in the weakened condition of tho system
the floor, fully proving his boast no
evolution with a blare

BUFFALO,

I

IR*
1

I

^JEpiloptlc fjonvniaiona,
Convulsions, or I
Pits,
_ PaP'-**®1"!* I^oconioior Ataxia, qumng for it.
or Inablli^
throtOTed insanity,Nervoaa
All letteraof
excesses, and

4m
If
InTurdSSmStS

tion. are treated by our specialistsfor those diseases with unusual
11 PPAMI SMI nifTTinrOlia fHIQ/xa Vw»r>r»w4/x/l
_ a. •«
success. See numerous cm* reported

Althoughwo have in the preceding para
grephs,made mention of some of tho specia
ailments to which particular attention ii
alven by the specialists at the Invalids
Hotel and Surgical Institute, yet the institiition abounds in skill, facilities,and appanitus for the successful treatment ot

^'3^™

^

Inquiry, or of consultation, should bo addressedto

WORLD’S DISPENSARY MEDICAL ASSOCIATION,

*

663 Main

Street.

BUFFALO,

IS.

Y

Church Items with the

Service* for

To-morrow*
First Reformed Church— Services at
9:80 a.m. and 2 p. m. Sunday School
3:45. Weekly prayer meeting, Wednesday

at 8 p.

N-

V

Gome and See
The best place to buy

m.

Hope Reformed Church-Servicesat

CASTORIA

10:30 a. m. and 7:30 p. m. Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 0:30.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones. Pastor.
Subjects:Morning, “Spiritual illumination;” Evening, “Hurtful Influence.”
Congregational singing. Opening anthems by the choir. Weekly praise and
prayer meeting Thursday at 7:30 p. m.

and Children.

for Infants

READY-MADE

;

D.
Broek, Pastor. Services at 9:30a. m. and
2 p. m. Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:80.
Subjects: Morning. “Christ delights to
dwell with his people;” Afternoon, “The
dispensations of Providence often mysterious, yet wise and good.”

“CastorU is so weU adaptedto children that
recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.” H.A. Aacaa^lLD.,
I

W

Holland ChristianRef. Cnurch.— Rev.
Van Der Vries, Pastor. Services at
9:30 a. m. 2:00 and 7 p. m.
Methodist EpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Servicesat 10:30 a. m.
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m.
Class-meetingat close of morning service,
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meetingThursday
evening at 7 :30 p. m. All the seats are free
Rev. Brockway, of Johnsville, will occupy the pulpit.
Ayer’s Sarsaparillais recommendedby
physicians as the only sure blood purifier.

N.Y.

CLOTHING,
For Men, Boys, and Children,
•ALSO-

Castoria cures Colic, Constipation,
Sour Stomach, Diarrhoea, Eructation.
Kills Worms, gives sleep, and promotes di-

WltElnjurioua

HATS

medioatton.

CAPS,

and

for COISCaPTION, ABTHIA, BH0NCH1TIS, DTSPSPSTi,
K CATABBH, HAT PITER, HEADACHE,DEBILITY, BHBCl AXIS*, KEUUWU Ud All Chronic and Kotqu DUgr*"***'
- ."-**• '
• “THE C0IP0CKD OITGBII TREATIES!" Dn.8UHrey
A PaWn, Ho. IStO Arch Stmt, PhlUd.lpbU,hit. bwn tulng
for th. lut UT.ntMa jtuy u b MltBlII. BdJulaiBtof tha
bIcbmI. of OirtBB aad KltrofcnmagnttUed, and tha
uapouad U »o eoadtuedaad sad. portable that It if H#»
aU em Ut world..
..n-

'**

w
’

Probably no one thing has caused such
a general revival of trade at Yates &
Kane’s, Holland, and A. De Kruif’s Drug
Store, Zeeland,as their giving away to
their customers of so many free trial bottles of Dr. King’s New Discoveryfor Consumption.Their trade is simply enormous in this very valuable article from
the fact that it always cures and never
disappoints. Coughs, Colds, Asthma,
Bronchitis, Croup, and all throat and lung
diseases quickly cured. You can test it
before buying by getting a trial bottle
free, large size $1. Every bottle war-

Gents’ Furnishing Goods
—IS

A

Toilet

In every

—

AT

Luxury

respect, Ayer’s

Hair Vigor

BILLY'S

ness and color to faded and gray hair.
It also prevents the hair from falling,
eradicatesdandruff, and stimulates
weak hair to a vigorous growth.

m

i

you can get a

A Scientific Haircut or
Invigorating Shampoo

Second door east of Post-office.
Holland, Mich., April

1887. IMy.

13,

any time.

Ladies hair cleaned and dressed in the latest
fashion.

FIRST-CLASS TOILET

BiRGAMS!

Aaiertca.

ERNEST TURNER, Nottingham.England.
JAIOB WARD, Uowral, New South Hale.
Aad

The best of bargains

BAUMQARTEL,

in

United Statcc.

formation at

THE FINEST

Furniture, Wall Paper,

loots and Shoes

CAiRIPETS,

-

AT

-

Picture Frames, and

E. HEBOID’S.

Prepared by Dr. J. C. Aver & Co., Lowell. Mane.
Sola by all’Druggigts.Price $1; six bottles, $5.

brave soul finds itself first,
God afterward.

of

a

AT

TiirooEli Traits cacti
[loss

war

Jailr

--

mactioiis ii Union Depots
al all Points,

for

Wagner Parlor Cars and Superb
Wagner Sleeping Cars,
built eqpressly for this line, on all express trains

SHOE

BROS.’

wm

she

When

ahe had Children, the gave them Caatoria,

*

Child, ahe cried for Coatoria,

Xo Explanations.

A

traveler for a Detroit wholesale
grocery house was making a trip lietween two Northern, county towns,
when one of the horses was taken sick,
and he drew up at a farm-house and inquired if he could put the animal
out and rest him until he recovered.
"You can.” replied the woman, “but
I want to warn you in advance that I
have run away from my husband on
two ditiferent occasions—once with a
drover -and once with a map-seller.”
“Well, what of it?”
“You'll find out as soon as the old
man comes up from the slashing. He’ll
think you are after me, and there’ll be
a row.”
“Oh, I guess I can explain matters to

Its

NO.

46,

Tickets for sale at all points via this route.
For Maps, Folders, Rates and Information, address
E. W. ALLEN,
Geu'l Pass. & Ticket Agt., Marquette, Mich.

J.

&

PALEN,

Street, Fftllada., Pa.

EIGHTH STREET.
E. HEROLD.

Liberal discount allowed to poitmastcrs, agents
and clubs. Sample copies mailed free.
Addressall orders to

RICHARD

K FOX,
Franklin Square

A PRESENT

N

Y.

!

postagewe will mall you rfDQ Large Steel Park
Engraving of all our
Presidents, ir
eluding Clevelond,size 22r& inches, worth ?!
Also the great book for agents.‘’The Lives an
Graves ofour Presidents,’'over 600 pages. 22 fn

nCB

CALL AND SEE US AND LEARN

first day."— MATTI
MELLINGKfi.-Made over $60 first week "W. ALLISON. "Took 10 orders first day."—!
FUNK. Owing to the coming Presidential can

P»se portraits."Cleared $20.

OUR PRICES.

is

show

no trouble to

our stock.

1886.

FLIEMAN

The
will be mailed,
securely wrapped, to any audrees iu the United
btates for three months on receipt of

on

Repairing, promptly and We keep everything kept in
neatly done.
a first-class store and it

WM. YERBEEK.
Holland,Mich., May

19,

1887.

16-lyr.

paign it ontsclli all other books In the field. Com
pletc outfit, Including engraving,for 50 cents I

stamps. Always address ELDER
Chicago.

PUB CO

III.

fieldlare tcarce, bet those who write to
jUlMonACo.,Portland. Maine, will r.-celro
free,full information about work which
they can do. and I’ve at hotne.tiiMt
will pay
them from 5' to $i’. per
Rome have
earned o ver $.Vi in a day Either ,tx. y ounc or old Capital
not required. Yoanreaiarted
free Tho»e who*'*-'
otco
are abiolutely *ure of enug little fortonea. Alt u new.

day

Manufacturesand sells the

srTO
MACKINAC.
Summer

Tours.

BEST WAGONS

AND
I

Four Trips per

DETROIT, MACKINAC ISLAND
Alpena, HarrUville.
Oacoda, Sand Beach, Port Huron,
OaklandHouse, Marine City.
Every Week Day Between

Dealers in Fine Furnishing Goods,

Express Wagons,
To which

Week Between

BUGGIES.

Platform, Combination &

Steamers. Low Rates.

Palace

TAILORS and HATTERS.

have recently commenced the manufactureof

I

invite the attention of all who desire
Jcht and durable wagons.

Bt. Ignsce,Cheboygan,
Bt. Clair,

DETROIT AND CLEVEUND
SpecialBundayTripsduring July and August.

OUR ILLUSTRATED PAMPHLETS
Botes and Excursion Tickets will be furnished
by your Ticket Ageut, or address
E; B.

Detroit

WHITCOMB, Gen'l Peu. Ag.nt,

I delire also to call the attention ofal! owners of
fast horses in this vicinityto the fact that 1 have
procured the assistance of one of the best horsesboers in the west and am now able to do the
finest possible work in that line, both with steel
or iron shoes either of hand or machine make. I
believe that all should patronize home trade when
they can bens well served, and I would ask that
all give me a good trial before taking their work
elsewhere.

& Cleveland Steam Nav. Co.
I

DETROIT,MICH.
“Don’t yon wait to explain nothing,”
she continued; "he’ll go for you without a word, and if you can’t wollop him
he’ll give you the worst licking a

STARKEY

Eighth Street.

see them.

Holland, Mich., Oct. 20,

ahe became Miss, she clang to Caatoria,

in ike old postofficebuilding

have the Celebrated

Ladies. Call and

rhronla

ONE DOLLAR.

Wm.Verbeek

In the city, always on hand.

GRAY

of

3 'TOT'eels.s

OF-

Prices.

BEST S3J0 SHOE

Unexcelled Hunting and Fishing
When

X

new

FURNITUBE STORE

—

Honest

mamti

wide range

^31

Michigan.

The territorytmversed.is famous for

When

be obtained at the

In a

POLICE GAZETTE

Honest Goods

I

Two

we gave her CeatorU,

DBS.

1SH7 £ 15UU Arch

Paintings,
may

ram

•awe-many of them afterbeing abandonedto die by other
pbytlrltn,.AUo “CONFOUND OXYGEN— It, Origin aad
Development,’* in Interettlnghook of ono hundredptgeh
Both or eitherwill be mailed free to any addme on appll*
•atloa.Read the brochure !

Oil

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

Copper Regions of the Upper Peninsula

rick,

thle remarkable ruratlxeagent and a record

to

aextralhundred turprUlnr

For the radical cure of Pimples, Boils,

and Carbuncles, I know of no remedy
equal to Ayer’s Sarsaparilla.— G. H.
Davies, Pawtucketville, Lowell, Mass.

RAILWAY.

When B*by wm

and, of other, la eiery part of tha

le the title of a

19 1885.

Sold by Drutjaietii and Perfumers.

gest the use of Ayer's Sarsaparilla.

thou,

•*COjfPOUNn OXYGEN—It# Mode of Action and Re.nlta,'*
new hrorhart of two hnndred pace, puhlhhed
by Dn. Starkey A Palea, whlrh glir, to all Inqnlren full la*

WATER FOR SALE
W.

Holland 311ch..Match

FIDELIA H. LYON, Walaiea, Hawaii, SandwichItlaad*.
ALEXANDER RITCHIE, Interne.,,Seotlaad.
HRS. HAHUEL Y, OBTEGA, Vretnlllo,Zaratecae,Mexico.
HK8. EMMA COOPER. Utllla, SpaalihUoadurae,Central
3, COBB, C. 8. Tlf.-foniol,Caiablanea,Morocco,
H. Y. ASHBROOK,Red Bluff,Cal.

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

Ayer’s Hair Vigosv
Eruptions of the Skin, whether in
the form of Pimples or Boils, indicate
impuritiesin the blood, and should sug-

Photographer.%

• adelphla

A Good Clean Shaye.
at

Five years ago, my hair, which was
quite gray, commenced falling, and. in
spite of cutting, and various preparations faithfully applied, became thinner
every day. I was finally persuadedto
try Ayer's Hair Vigor. Two bottlesof
this remedy not only stopped the hair
from falling, but also restored its original color, and stimulated a new growth.
— Eli F. Doane, Machias, Me.

jiu

TONSORIAL PARLORS

never fails to restorethe youthful fresh-

government cannot long
endure where the tendency of the law
is to create a rapid accumulation of
property in the hands of a few, and to
render the masses of the people poor “THE 300-MACKINAW SHORT LINE.”
and dependent.—Daniel IVebster.
Only Direct Konte to Marquetteand the Iron and

by the use of Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. An increase of appetite,vigor, and buoyancy of
spirits attend the use of this medicine.

|

HO*. WI. D. KELLEY, n.iabarof Coatmi, Philadelphia.
BEY. VICTOR L CONRAD,Editor of tha Lath.rao Ob*
urrar,
•,
RET. CHARLES U. CClRntfl,D. H„ Rotbetter, N. T.’ ^
HON. WM. PENN KUOS, Editor later.Oreaa, Chicago, 117.
REV. A.W. MOORE, Editor Th. Centeaarj, Laaeaettr,8. C. |
W. H. WOBTHINGTOS,Editor K«w South, Blralaihaa,Ala.
JCDQE H. P. Y BOOR AH, Qoenetno, Kan.
HRS. HART A. LIVERMORE, Helroce, HaMchoMtU.
HDQB R. 8. Y00RHEE8,Hew York City.
HR. R. C. KNIGHT, Philadelphia.
DR. FRANK 8IDDALL, Merchant,Philadelphia.
HOH. W. W. SCHUYLER, Eaiton, Pa.
EDWARD L WILSON, 813 Broadway,H. T., Ed. Phlla.
.

freest

Greater benefits may be derived from
the vacation season If, at the same time,
the blood is being cleansed and vitalized

1

.

Philadelphia.

-

Man?

“

Tr.atai.at

•AND*

ranted.

The

>

- n'

.

‘

8TARKBT A PALES ha«. th. llbwiy to rcf.r to tha
foUowlag.ataed
woU-hoowa per»oa» mho bare tried their

of

Their Business Booming.

Fa.

;

Tum CxttTADBCoxpaht, 182 Fulton Street, N. Y.

First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.—
Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7:30 p. m.
Sunday School at 3:45. Wednesday evening ezplanaion of the Bible.
E.

So. Oxford St, Brooklyn,

Street* PbUac&'a.

vAjiWELL-TRIED TREATMENT:!

All are welcome.

Third Reformed Church— Rev.

rob

1589

JAS.

also manafactnre

Have moved

HUNTLEY,

full line

and have them constantly on hand.

HATS

their stock one door east

of

and have opened up a

^

all prices,

and m the latest styles,

stranger ever got.”

The horse was too ill to go on, and
the agent had no recoursebut to stay
and face the music. He was at the
barn, rubbing the animal down, when
the old man suddenly showed himself
at the door. Waiting inst long enough
to draw a full breath. He made a break
for the traveler. The latter dropped
his wisps of hay, and felt of the
fanner’s right eye in a way that laid
him flat He got up and came again,
but was received with a stinger on the
jaw, and as he went down the traveler
got him by the throat and held him
fast. Bv and by, when he dared let up
a little, be exclaimed

Highest price paid for all
kinds of Furs.
J.

J.

"Well, that’s all light,” replied the
farmer. “Let me up aind TU hlelp to

E. Nitoelink,

Estimates given for all

_

ished and completed.

J.
Liter;, Sale,

and Feed

Goads of every

Description.

Full Stock of Cloths and Cassimeres, for Fine

Proprietor of Ninth Street;

kinds of buildings, fin-

Tailoring trade.

ALBERTI, UNDERTAKER,
EIGHTH STREET, HOLLAND, MICH.

STA-BLE,

:

“I waa forced to stop here and take
pare of a sick horse.”

FLIEMAN.

Holland, Mich. Jan. 13, 1887.

ForaisliiDj

Planing and Re-sawing
done on short notice.

rub him.”
He was assisted to his feet, and went
I have added to my business that of
to work with considerable heart By
Railing,
and by he went to the house and hod Stairs,
his eye bound up, and when supper
Doors, Blinds, Mouldings,
was ready he insisted that the traveler
and keep constantly on band
should eat with him. Not a cen^
Brackets, etc.
he take when the latter w
furnished.
ETC.
go, but extending his hand, «,
“Stranger, Fve licked seven different,
men who stopped here within the past j?
Good Horses and Carriages pf all kinds and a
six
__________
__me| good
a, and it kinder
does
go
first-class Hearse for funerals can be obtained at
to get knocked under the ben<
Office and Shop on Riuer street, my place of business.
benches,
Attentionand courteoustreatmentcan be reNext time you come tins way stop and near the corner of Tenth street
lied upon.
give me an hour’s lesson. Good-1
Thankful for past favors I ask a contlnnance
•by to
JAS. HUNTLEY.
J. H. NIBBELINK.
iGa."— Detroit Free Fres*.
Holland, May 27, 1883.

Hand

Sash

UNDERTAKING

made and

CASKETS, COFFINS,

months,

of

Holland, Mich., January 20, 1887.

Will take charge of and manage Funerals, will furnish Hearse, Hack and Carriages;also keeps
hand a large and very fine lot of Cnskcts and Coffins. Embalmingand preserving of corpses
skillfully performed. Funerals In the country will be promptlyattendedto at the
same rate as those in the city.

.

BUXtlAL SHXLOT73DS. A.X1X1 SIZES.

on

